
LAXIUS FORCE 2 WALKTHROUGH 

This walkthrough was initially composed by Mellowkat for the first three chapters. The last chapter was 

covered by Kehaul and Patojonas. The maps and annotations were done by Patojonas and Kehaul. With 

their permission, it was compiled into this pdf file for convenient offline reference and download with 

large maps and screenshots. Enjoy! 

 Chapter 5- Luci and her party 

1. Ok Start by choosing import. If you saved the game after you reached Luciana in LF1 you should be 

able to see a save file that is highlighted and NOT greyed out. Choose this one. You should now be in 

Lucianas house. NOTE: That you will not have all of your inventory items or be able to access the 

quest/allies screen until after you reach Random. Now you should be able to choose the mode that you 

wish to play. For this walkthrough I will be discussing the normal mode. Also please note that I have 

used the imported version. Some quests in Adretana would have already been done/started in laxius 

force 1 and is discussed in the laxius force 1 walkthrough. 

2. While in Luciana’s house check the top left corner in the shelf to get 5x magicka potion, 5x Tij herb 

and 4x Kirin herb. Check the letter on the floor in front of the door to find its from Sarah. Read it and 

then Exit. You will be given the opportunity to play the tutorial which is recommended for first time 

players of this style RPG. You will soon confront a flying worm in town. Use Lucianas Ark Flare spell and 

it will go down quick. Go into the upper left corner and check the side of the building where there is an 

open window. Inside is 215 gold. Now enter the same building with a blue arrow pointing above the 

door.  

Quest 1- Rescue Sabom (Q136) 

3. Go up and talk to Vanaaten in front of you and Luciana will make up her mind that she needs to go 

and help Sarah and Random. Before you go Vanaaten requests that you go and find Sabom, a young boy 

who has gone missing and is most likely playing in the caves. The lady in the top left corner sells Ancient 

Conch’s. Leave this building and visit the item shop to the right. Ask Mumu for a quest and she will ask 

you to find 5x Jim’da petals. Leave this building and to the right walk around the top of the building walk 

to the left until you see a skeleton and check it to get a 1x Gaia dust. Check the rock to the left of that to 

get a 1x golden apple. Walk back into the main area. Exit this house and leave from the left side of town. 

In this area there are 4 flying worms that are good for levelling up. The guy under the palm tree 

immediately in front of you sells ancient pyramid replicas. Go down the hole to the left of the screen. 



 



 

4. When you first enter the cave go right. When you see a purple bush, inspect it for a 1x Jim’da Petal. 

Go down the stairs and check the second bush to the left for a 1x Dahr herb. Continue going right and go 

up the stairs. You will see a flame that you will have to return to later. Above that is a purple bush with 

2x Jim’da petals. Also check the 2 upper most pillars for a 2x emerald powder Go left and continue up. In 

the hole is a King Tigo. You may want to leave this for later however it is able to be defeated with just 

Luciana. Try to paralyse it with mind breaker if you want to have any effect on it. In the hole is a 1x Luna 

berry and a 1x Tigo reagent. Go right and you will see a big clump of bushes. Under the first purple bush, 

inspect to get a 1x Kirin herb. The second purple bush has 2x Jim’da petals. In the little area where the 

boy is to the right, check the second light green plant to get a 1x Kirin herb. Check the third light green 

plant, under the overgrowth to get 3x cycca leaves. Talk to the boy and quest complete.  

 

Quest 2- Find 5 Jim’da petals (Q137) 

5. The plant directly to the right of the kid has a 1x Tij herb. Head back down and down the stairs and go 

left (You will notice a tree with sparkles below you to the right, this is a teaser and you cannot get into 

it). Pass the second set of stairs and when you see a split path to go up or down follow the lower path. 

The purple bush has a 1x jim’da petal. The second green plant to the left of it has a 1x kirin herb. Go 

down the stairs and the plant to the left has a 1x kirin herb. Now go right. You will come across a hole 

with another King tigo in it. Use the same techniques and once it is dead you will get 2x aqua spray and 

1x tigo reagent. At the end check the purple bush to get 2x jim’da petals. Open the chest to get a power 

Diadema and check the upper bush in the lower left to get a 1x Dahr herb. Exit this area by going left 

and then straight up. Go back to the item shop and give Mumu her jim’da petals for quest complete and 

10 gold.  



 

Quest 3- Fix the tiles (Q138) 

6. Go into the building in the bottom right and the guy here will complain about his tiles being broken. 

Luciana can fix it. Just stand on the tiles and press enter. Quest complete. He will give you 2 gold for 

your effort. Now go into the main building and talk to Vanaaten again. Luciana will say that she is ready 

to go now. Go back to Luciana’s home and check the clothes on the right side for an Ivory Javelin and a 

Heroine mail. If you talk to Herasia he will not come with you, but don’t worry he will turn up later. Go 

into the upper right corner and talk to the flame elemental called Tarabulla. She will join your party. Visit 



the caves again with Tarabulla and check the flame for +7 HP. Now go and level up a bit (highly 

recommended that you do) and when you are ready buy any items that you may need and leave by 

exiting the town to the left and instead of jumping down the hole keep going left and talk to the 

phoenix. 

 

Quest 4- Break through the fortress (Q139) 

7. The phoenix will accidently drop you and you will land in a crevice. Check your inventory and click the 

my cat herasia item and Herasia will appear in your team. In this section there is no place to rest. When 

you run out of MP/HP, if you have no healing potions or MP potions, just let your team die (NOTE in the 

latest edition a healing crystal has been added to this area). Gold is not of importance in this part of the 

game. Above you is a mimic chest called the warlord devourer. Try to paralyse it and when defeated you 

will get a acalcythe helmet. Below you are 2x explosive mushrooms. To the left is another mimic chest 

called the legend devourer. This one is quite tough but persist in paralysing him and once defeated you 

will get 2x XP egg, 2x holy water, 1x crystal pear and Myrtyr mail. In the chest beside the mimic is a 

blitzen blade. To the south is another warlord devourer. Kill it to get 2x Gaia dust. If you die while 

fighting this mimic make sure you quit and reload otherwise you wont be able to fight it again. Now go 

up and head right. On the next screen there are many many many lizards. Fight your way through them 

and go down the first path. Check the purple pylon in the middle of the room for a 1x hydra tear. Check 

the cave to fight a zeon. Paralysis works well on him. He will Randomly drop the Zeon claw which is a 

really nice claw for Herasia at this point in the game. Once defeated you will get 3x Azure pearl, 1x 

golden pearl, 2x hydra tear, 1x mind crystal, 1x emerald powder, 4x crystal pear, 1x golden apple, 1x 

fairy tear, 3x gaia dust and 1801 gold.  



 



 

8. Exit this area and go right through the lizards again. You will see an elevated platform. On it is a fairy. 

Talk to her and you will find it is Rosa, a character that was in previous LP games. She will join your 

party. Go up the upper path and go up the first set of stairs. Open the chest to get a leopard coat. Go 

back downstairs and go up the second stairs to the right. In the first room to the right is an explosive 

mushroom. Go up and check the pool of water to get a 1x crystal pear. Go back down the stairs. Go back 

into the room with the elevated area and then go down the lower right path. Go down the first area and 

to the left. As you enter the tiled area you will be ambushed by an evil soul. In the first lamp up the top 

inspect to be ambushed by another evil soul. Once defeated you will get 209 gold. In the second lamp 

you will confront an ante-spirit. Once defeated you get 406 gold. In the third lamp you will be ambushed 

by an evil soul. Once defeated you will get 222 gold. In the pot where Luci mentions that there is 

something moving inside but she cannot open it, ignore it. It is a teaser. In the lower lamp you will be 

attacked by a ghost. Once it is dead you will get 163 gold and a 1x hydra tear. Go into the lower room 

and you will be attacked by another evil soul. In this room you will see a heap of gold bars that Luci 



cannot pick up. In the top right corner however you can find a secret door that when opens up you will 

be ambushed by 3 ancient guards. Once dead you will get 10x healing reagents, 1x revive potion, and 1x 

Sajcdil apple.  

 

9. Exit this area and go right and check the statue for a 1x Yveen water. Go down the ladder. Go straight 

down and open the red chest to get a 1x golden apple. Now go up and go down the ladder to the right. 

Open the chest in the lower right to get an Aldai ring. Go left and when you enter the next open area 

you will be ambushed by 3 ancient guards. In the top left corner of this room is a chest with a 1x life 

apple. Continue going left. In this next area you will be ambushed by another 3 ancient guards. Open the 

chest to get a 1x XP egg. Flip the switch to be ambushed by another evil soul. Check the lamp in the top 

left to find a djinn. He will bless your party members by increasing everyones level +1.  

 

10. Now go right to the middle room and go down. To the right are 2 abyssal lamias that can be quite 

tough. The best way is to use luciana’s mind breaker spell and to use Herasia’s lethal claws spell. They 

randomly drop the abysseal bracelet. Open the chest to get an Aurora shield. Head towards the left side 

and you will be abushed by 3 more Ancient guards. On this side you will confront a ground fish, medusa 

and a temptress. Try paralysing each one by one. Poisoning should help too. In the top left is a 1x 

Ademia powder.  

 



11. Exit this underground town and go up the two sets of ladders. When you get to the top go right. 

When you move onto the next screen ignore the stairs to the right. Go up the stairs to the left. On this 

level this time ignore the stairs on the left above you. Go up the right set of stairs. When you get to the 

top start to go up the stairs in front of you. In the middle is a hole where you can jump. In the next area 

open the chest to get a 1x crystal pear. Below that is a 1x luck starfish. Exit this area and go left. Go up 

the next set of stairs. You should now find yourself in front of a fortress. Go up to open the door to be 

confronted by 6 cave orcs. Kill them all to proceed. Inside you will find many other cave orcs. Kill them 

all. In the top right corner check the upper wall for 115 gold (You half to walk under the tent). To the left 

of that is an open box with 26x food rations. On the left side check the group of four boxes. In the lower 

right is a 1x healing reagent. Open the 2 chests to get 406 gold and 2x XP eggs. Go up and confront the 

big fat giant. He should be quite easy to take down. Quest complete. Now go back down and go up the 

stairs on the right again. In the top right is a secret area where you can walk across a black area. After 

what seems like forever you will come across an area with a ghost in the middle. Talk to him and he will 

give all party members +11MN. He will leave to reveal a chest that contains an invernahen javelin. Now 

go back to the room where the Giant was. 



 



 



12. Open the door and go up the stairs. You will be on an island. Check the barrel to sleep. Two steps to 

the left of the rope check up and you will find a 1x fairy tear. After some time you will be ambushed by 

several rounds of squids. You will then suddenly get transported. You will find yourself in front of 

Zanbard, Luci’s old mentor. He teaches her a few spells and then sets her in the akahal desert, which is 

only a short distance to Adretana. 

 

Quest 5- Reach 1001 lakes (Q140) 

13. At this point Luciana and Tarabulla will become buddies. This means they will gain more experience 

points when they are together. You will now have to fight your way through several Adretana 

Anacondas. They are not too tough at this stage. Above you Zanbard who will heal you. Below you is a 

man who will sell you some items and shields. Enter the cave above you and check the cracked pot at 

the top. You will be attacked by several rounds of Zillions. When defeated you will get a 1x food ration 

and 16x zillion edible wings. Check in the hole for a 1x power pepper. Exit the cave and head down a bit. 

Go right when you can. As you go down you will come across an area with a lot of hornets. Go down 

onto the next screen. 

 

14. On the right side are two chests with a 1x XP egg each. On the left side there is a neon wraith. Boost 

your party with Lucianas spells first. Try lord of the dance/Rain wash with Luciana, healing with 

tarabulla, super cat with Herasia and with the zeon claws equipped normal attack and inflict plague 

status, with Rosa use iceberg calling. It will drop a 1x Yveen water. Now go back up. Heal up at the start. 

Now you will have to fight your way through many Adretana anacondas, and the occasional wraith and 

ghost. Now go down a bit and go left. When you can go up to the top and head right. At the end you will 

find a 1x cycca leaf. Go back left and keep going all the way right. At the end go down and you will see a 

boat. Check in the middle of it for 232 gold. Continue going down and check the chest for a 1x magicka 

energizer. In the area just to the right of the boat go down. At the bottom you will be able to see a 1x 

cycca leaf. Now head back to the start. Go down and take the second path from the bottom. Continue 

going all the way left. You will come across two boats. Check the second boat for a 1x revive potion and 

3x fish holocaust. As you go right you will come across a gigas hydra. Use Luci’s Lord of the dance spell 

and herasias normal attack and it should go down pretty easy. Now move onto the next screen. 



 

 



15. In this section you will have to fight more wraiths and Adretana anacondas, however you will also 

have to fight more gigas hydras. First up go all the way left and kill the gigas hydra here. Go back right 

and go down then up to the sign. To the left is a chest with 5x food rations. Head back right past the sign 

and then go up a little bit and head right past the cactus. Go down and kill the 3 giga hydras. Grab the 1x 

aquapanga flower and open the chest to get a die or fight. Head back up go down down the first left 

path. At the end of that path head right and open the chest to get a 1x life apple. Now head all the way 

left. You will have to fight 3 Adretana anacondas and a gigas hydra at the same time. Open the chest to 

get a 1x shark meat. Grab the 1x cycca leaf along the wall too. Go into the cave 

 

16. You should now be on a snow crest. Here you will just have to work your way through the wraiths. 

There are also two holocaust wraiths floating around in the top right. Herasia was my powerhouse for 

this one. Use super cat and then use killer claw. One gives you a 1x ademia powder and a 1x Omega 

budon. The second one gives you a 1x necroleech. (Be warned they return if you leave the screen). The 

chest to the north is a teaser. Go left and fight the 3 lementon in front of the cave. Go to enter the cave 

and you will be confronted by an eternal warrior. Use iceberg calling to inflict ice jail and he should be 

pretty easy after that. You will get a ceremony of the blood once he is defeated. You will now be at 

crystal lakes. Work your way down to the bottom and pick up the 5x growth mushrooms. Open the 



chest to get a hero pendant. Leave this area to the left and you will see a cut scene with the grand 

commendanter. Quest complete. 

 

Quest 6- Reach Adretana(Q141) 

17. If you need to rest visit the giants cave below you. He will charge 100 gold. Now move onto the 2 

screens. Now go right and follow the lower path. Here you will find a cave with a fire mage called 

Lokoust. He senses some immense power in Luciana and gives her +3HP/+5MN if you agree to hold his 

hand. Head down back to the area just after the giants cave and go right. Follow this path, past the shop 

and then go up to the transports. Go to the Main land. Go up the stairs on the right and continue going 



all the way up. Quest complete. Watch the cut scene. Luci talks to King Julian and Random shows up. 

The parties introduce themselves and tell each other about their adventures thus far. Luciana tells them 

to bring her to Arvendel dome. King Julian will give your part 3000 gold. That’s it for this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6: The invincible Armada. 

1. Herasia has vanished at this point so Luci tells the party to wait outside for her while she catches him. 

Walk forward and into the party room. Now go down into the king’s bedroom. Check the upper 

bookshelf on the left for a 1x shining parchment. Check the dresser to the left for 68 gold. Talk to 

Herasia on the bed and Julian will sneak up behind Luciana and startles her. She apologizes for intruding. 

Julian comments on Luciana’s beauty and shows his infatuation with her. Luciana is not overly happy 

about this turn of events and vanishes. She is unsure of what exactly happened and assumes that he 

wasn’t in his right mind. You rejoin the party. From this point on you can access your character change 

screen and quest book. The maps are in the next page. 



 



 



 



 



 



2. Ok now first up put some more people in your team by pressing A and adding them. If you have 

imported, you can now equip Luci and her team with better equipment. (Before you go too far, make 

sure you kill the bunny in the area just before the palace entrance. It's not a terribly nice thing to do, but 

it is required to complete a quest much later in the game.) Exit Adretana to the south. Random will 

comment that Arvendel is to the east. Go right and talk the guard. You will travel to Arvendel for 8 food 

rations. Now go up and fight your way up to Arvendel dome through all the minotaurs. When you reach 

Arvendel dome, Tatxux is standing in the way again. He is not so hard. He will call replica demons that 

are weak. Enter into the dome and go up to the computer. Herasia is apparently a genius at computer 

programming so he has a look. Apparently the program has been destroyed and the only way to control 

the stream is via an underwater switch. Guanidia appears at this point and joins your team. He mentions 

a fish that he saw on the way here.  



 



Quest 7- Convince Petula to join (Q149) 

3. Exit Arvendel dome and head back to Adretana. When you find yourself at the gates of Adretana, 

head south to the transports. Transport to the southern lands. Now first up take the upper path. Go 

across onto the next screen to the left and you should be able to see him in the corner. He was the same 

fish that lured you to the hydra before. He is sorry for what he did as he was a prisoner. He introduces 

himself as Petula a small fish. Guanidia convinces Petula to join your party. Quest complete. You will 

now see another cut scene with the grand commendanter. You will now be back in Adretana. 

 



Quest 8- Find the guild of wanderers lost bundle (Q120) 

4. Now to complete some side quests! Go back down to the transports. Go to the southern lands. First 

up go to the area outside the giants cave and go left. Check the water above the chest to get Petula to 

jump in and open the chest for 3251 gold. Now go back to the transports and then transport to the east 

land. Put Petula in your team and then walk forward a bit. In the first lake you will see a chest. Stand 

directly above it and Petula will jump in and get 1x ice cake and exp for Petula. Now walk forward a bit 

more and in the next lake above you is a parcel you can just see in the water. Stand directly below it and 

Petula will jump in and get the lost bundle. Quest complete. When you return to the guild of the 

wanderer you will get 500 gold and 120 GWP.  

 

Rival Guild (Q150) 

5. If you've kept up with the wanderer guild points since LF1, you could now have 300+ GWP. Talk to 

Leni about 'quests to improve' and ask about the 'rival guild (300GWP)'. Continue to ask her about this 

quest until she offers an extra 50GWP for completing it, then ask again until she raises the reward to 

80GWP. Go to your headquarters in the Adretana Main Avenue and check the grey square in the corner 

to enter the sewers. Go left a little ways and you'll come across Clemence. Talk to him and he wonders 

where his friend is. To find his friend, start heading up and when the path splits continue to the right. 

When the path splits again, follow it down. When you meet the next split, take the right path and follow 

it around to find the friend. He asks you to get Clemence for him. Return and talk to Clemence and he 

will leave to meet his friend. With him gone you can investigate the chest to destroy it. Quest complete. 

Return to Leni and report your success. Your active party members get HP (Seems to be +1HP for every 

100ST the character has), and you also get 80 GWP if you asked about the quest multiple times before 

completing it. Ask about the quest again to get +3 perception, the same HP boost for your active party 

members, the Leni's heal skill for your active party members, and finally a recovery ring. 



 

Quest 9- Clean the pond of Moormore (Q94) 

6. Now continue onto Moormore by going all the way right. In the bottom left corner is a pond. You 

should already have the quest for it if you imported the game (If not go into the inn and talk to the guy 

sitting at the table in the bottom right). Luciana or Tarabulla will clean it. Quest complete. Walk directly 

left of the pond and you should be able to just make out a chest in the water. Put Petula in your team 

and boost his resistance to about 500 with equipments and get him to jump in and open it for an axe of 

justice (Relic). Now go into the Inn and talk to Lucas and ask him about the quest. He will give you 1x 

holy water as a reward.  



 



Quest 10 Create Magical orb (Q143) 

7. Now go back to Adretana. Go and get your reward from the guild of wanderer and then go and visit 

the mage guild. They are offering new quests. Talk to the fairy in the top right corner to learn some new 

spells for Luciana. Also you can get a class boost for Luciana. Either +11 HP, +18 RS or +17 SP. Also ask to 

learn fast your spells and he will ask Tarabulla to give 4000XP and 150 gold to teach her Orgy of Flame. 

The fairy can also teach Geomancy to your newer party members. Rosa learns Geomancy automatically, 

while Luciana needs 1200MN, 500RS, and Lv.40, and Heresia needs Lv.45. Talk to Sandra at the bottom 

of the guild. Do the orb of power one and Luciana will complete it in a flash. Quest complete. You will 

get +100 mage guild points. 

 

Quest 11- Win theory tournament (Q145) 

8. Ask for the win tournament quest. There is a Mage tournament of knowledge beginning soon and she 

wants you to enter and win. At this stage all you have to do is leave the text window and you will be 

transported immediately. Watch the first round. The second round answers that you need to enter are 

as follows: FIRE, WATER, AIR; DEFENSE DOWN; ZANBARD. Quest complete. You will get +70 mage guild 

points.  

 

Quest 12- Restore stolen book (Q144) 

9. Now ask Sandra for the bring back a book quest. She is looking for one called “The 8 elements of 

power. This book is situated in Moormore so head back there again. Check the building on the left side 

(chapel) and go up to the top. The left side of the bookshelf has the book that the guild is looking for 

(This town really has a bad habit of stealing things that are not theirs). Quest complete. Go back to the 

mage guild in Adretana and give the book back to Sandra. You will get +40 Mage guild points.  

Quest 13- Succeed in high mind test (Q146) 

10. Now ask about the have highest mind quest. She will award you this quest if a group of 4 has their 

mind over 6000. (With a bonus for a total of ~8000+ MN) My team was Luciana, Random, Sarah and 

Wendala. Swap your equipments around so that you get a high MN. Also if you can, inflict brilliant mind. 

If this still doesn’t help do the seminary of intelligence to the right of you in the corner. This will double 

your MN. Quest complete. You will get +80 mage guild points, and XP equal to your MN total for your 

party members. Ask her about the quest again and she will give you 1x esclachaboom. (If you managed 

~8000+ MN) 

 

Quest 14- Talk to the ice mage (Q234) 



11. Now go up and talk to Georgia the grey haired woman at the top of the guild. Ask her for learning 

quest and then talk to ice mage. He could be anywhere in the area. Before you leave talk to her again 

and ask for magicka boost. She will give Luciana +26 MP for 200 gold. Talk to the blue robed person to 

the right of her. Ask for mage support and he will give Luciana 10,000 XP for 800 gold. He will then ask if 

you want to swap +1MN to get another 10,000 exp. He will also give Rosa 3000 XP for 1000 gold. Talk to 

the guy across from the bunny girl and he will teach you how to use your XP eggs more efficiently. If you 

enter and exit his shop a few times (You dont have to buy anything) he will ask Luciana to decipher some 

writings. Luciana will learnt St Christohart spell. Also make sure you buy a magma radiator and ante-

flame gloves off him when they appear in his list. (You may have to buy several things for this to 

happen.) Before you go to leave Adretana go into the item shop on the right in the area just after you 

enter Adretana and talk to the girl on the right side. She will give Luciana +3 MN. You can be nice if you 

like and talk to her again to teach her ark flare. Go down to the transports. First up go to Baretta’s shop 

and buy her 5x wicked switch-blades. Now go back to the transports and go to the southern lands and 

then transport to the East land. Walk to the next screen and then go up the bridge. Enter the cave. You 

will now be in the kenezzear guard. In here are many suicidal grannies that explode after you kill them 

so be sure to heal up after you kill each one. Use Sarah's sun boomer attack and Cocka's rock rock attack 

and they should go down pretty quick. Go up and you will have to confront some crystal oak trees. Use 

fire on them. Go left and kill two more crystal oaks. Go down and kill the two ancient taurus. The mage 

is here. He will give Random +1 MN, Sarah +9 MN, Luciana +23 MN, Brussian +9 MN, Tarabulla +7 MN, 

Herbert +18 MN, Joshua +28 MN, or Rosa +7 MN. Don’t worry about Herbert or Joshua. Quest complete. 

Now go up to the top. When you see the locked area (Don’t worry about it you cannot access it), go left 

and up. Put Herasia in your team and inspect the crack in the wall to get 1x power hazel. 



 



12. Now go to the guild of the wanderer and ask to be transported to the fire guild. Talk to the yellow 

fire elemental and ask to train fire elemental. At the moment you can only pick improve MN. If you have 

high MP and HP you will get good MN. Talk to the purple fire elemental and teach Opalescence to 

Luciana, Tarabulla and Rosa. This spell is good to protect you against water. Now go up the corridor on 

the right and talk to the first fire elemental and they with give Luciana 1x mind crystal. With the next fire 

elemental ask her about time trainer and she will help Tarabulla learn better from her fights. Ask for fire 

elemental support. She will help Tarabulla move onto the next level if she is not far from it. They will ask 

for 300 gold. Talk to the next fire elemental up and she will give Tarabulla +8000 XP. Also you can 

choose to give 5000 XP for 1 MN, 4000 XP for 5 ST, and 4000 XP for 5 MP. Now go to the flame to the 

left and get the party to stick their hands in. Luciana will get +10HP/MP/ST/RS/MN and +9000 XP. 

Tarabulla will get a bonus dependent on her RS stat. At around ~1350RS, she can get up to: 

+19HP/+15MP/+14MN/+20RS/+2SP/+3000XP. (Use items to inflict heroism and obsidion skin, and equip 

her with RS+ equipment) Rosa will get +7MP/+5MN. If you got the Ante-Flame gloves at the mage guild, 

you can equip those on certain members to succeed at the flame challenge as well. Random will get 

+5MN/+3MP. Wendala gets +4MP/+3MN. Herbert gets +5MP/+6MN. Joshua gets +3MP/MN. Heresia 

gets +3MN/+8MP. Petula gets +11ST/6RS. Alternately, if you level up Petula quite a bit; he can 

eventually succeed without the gloves and will receive +13ST/+6RS instead. Now leave the guild. 

 

13. Enter into the palace and go right. Go down the stairs and head left a bit. Go up and go into the first 

room and talk to Kadeldorn. Put in team members that have not fought him before. When you win you 

will get your reward. Luciana will not drink the alcohol, Tarabulla will get +1 RS, Herasia will get +7 ST, 

Guanidia will get +3 MP, Petula will get +2 HP, and Rosa will get +10 HP. Now leave this fight area and go 

left. Enter into Alice's tournament. Fight her with the team members who have not fought her before. 

Guanidia will get 1 RS, 10000 XP, and 3000 gold. Rosa will get 1HP, 10000 XP, and 3000 gold. Petula will 

get 1 HP, 10000 XP, and 3000 gold. Herasia will get 1 ST, 10000 XP, and 3000 gold. Luciana will get 1 HP, 

10000 XP and 3000 gold. Tarabulla will get 1 RS, 10000 XP and 3000 gold. 

 

14. That’s all the quests in Adretana for now. Buy any items you may need and head back to Arvendel 

dome. Inspect the computer again. You will now form your underwater party. Petula, Guanidia, Rosa 

and Wendala offer to go. First up take the right path. Go straight ahead then up. Use your spells on the 

monsters as this is much more effective. When you reach the end go left and up straight away. Pull the 

switch. You will have 2 medusas and one temptress ambush you. Continue going up and in the top left 

corner of the large room is a hidden switch behind the pipes. When you pull it you will be ambushed by 

a dragon Razor (who randomly drops dragon scales) and 3 aquatic scorpios. Now continue right. You will 

confront another Dragon Razor. Pull the switch above it. You will now be ambushed by 3 western 

jellyfish. Continue going right. Now go up the first path. Pull the switch on the left. Ignore the one on the 

right. Now go back down and check the grate. You will be attacked by some minor enemies. You will get 

7x water powder and 3x luck starfish. Now head back to the computer. You will be confronted by several 

enemies on the way back. 



 

15. Now head onto the left side. First up go down. Then go left. Open the chest at the end to get an 

ocean scale. Now go down and open the gate. You will have to fight 3 tough lamias. Open the chest to 

get 28 gold, 1x luck starfish, and a galantine lance. (Or if Random has the luck ring equipped, you will get 

a stronger spear, the gangas javelin instead) Now go back up and go up the middle path. When you get 

the opportunity go right and flip the switch on at the end. The chest behind the bars you can get in a 

little while. Now go left and up the next path. Enter into the door. Go all the way up and talk to the girl. 

Take her with you. Go down the path below that. Open the chest in the bottom left to get 157 gold. 

Open the chest on the bottom right to get 1x life potion. Open the upper chest to get 1x magicka 

energyzer. Go back up and go right then down. Follow the path and open the chest to get 1x recovery 

spray. Now go back up and follow the right path. Step on the switch and go into the room above you. 



You will have to fight a dreadful squid and a titanium anaconda. Open the chest to get 1x ice cake. Now 

go back left and go up and through the door. Check the door in the top left and use an airbomb on it. 

You will get 403 gold, 6x laser, 2x necrotear, 1x toxic water, 8x dark powder, and 1x Bazooka. There is a 

switch on the right side to stand on. Go back to the switch behind bars and then come back to the chest 

that was behind bars on the left side to get a coelancanthe scale. Turn the middle switch to on. There 

are now 4 switches to turn on. Flick on one and its quest complete. Make sure you flick them all on.  

16. Now head back. When you reach the computer you will get another quest complete. Walk forward 

and turn on the lights. Go up and inspect the body. You will see that it is Sandy. They bury her there and 

then. On the right side grab the bag to get 1255 gold. (Or 1566 gold if the luck ring is equipped) Go down 

the stairs. If you have Brussian in your party about half way up you will see some chains with a blue 

arrow. Inspect them to open a hidden stairway. Go right and open the chest to get a bio-X javelin. Head 

back left and then go up. Go up to the top and then open the chest on the left to get a bio-X skin. Open 

the chest on the right to get a X-RR3 headphone. Flick the third switch to on. The others won’t move. 

Now head down the right path. Go down the first path and open the chest to get 1x magicka energyzer, 

1x silver powder and 1x Thunder powder. Go back up and keep going right. At the end go up the right 

path and open the left chest to get 8x shark meat. Open the right chest to get 13x shark meat. Inspect 

the door to be ambushed by the Eye of the order. Metallist curse it and inflict bleeding and paralysis and 

use attacks good against demons. Once defeated the door will now open. Walk up and you should be 

able to walk up a pipe and walk behind three waterfalls to the right and at the end there is 1x ice cake. 

Now go up to the computer with an arrow above it. According to it the apartments are behind this gate 

however you need to pull 3 switches to open it. Luciana opens the warehouse gate. 



 



 

17. Go down and into the warehouse. On the left is a chest with a plasma gun. You cannot get to the 

Yveen in the cell below you, yet. Now go right into the laboratory department. First go down. Enter into 

the first right area. At the bottom below the left most barrel is a secret passage. Go down then right into 

the room (This saves you using a heap of air bombs). Open the chest in front of you to get 5x bazookas. 

Pick up the gun to get an auto-loader B12 D24. Open the chest below it to get 5x bazookas. In the 

bottom right barrel is 1x Barynium gel. Below that is a hidden chest with 4x bazookas and 1x indigo oil. 

In the top right barrel is another 1x Barynium gel. The switch does nothing. Exit this area and keep going 

down. When you come across the barrels check the bottom middle one for 1x water bomb. Now 

continue all the way down. Check the second upper box to get 1x healing potion. The first lower box has 

1x hydra tear. The third lower box has 1x magicka potion. The fourth lower box has 1x energy herb. 

Open the chest to get 1x healing reagent. Now go back up to the top. 

18. Now go right. Go up the first path into the shark labo. Go left first and open the chest to get a shark 

jaws type S. Go back right and if you go up you will find a locked chest. Exit this area and go down the 

next path. At the very bottom check the left cupboard for 2x magicka energyzer. Open the chest to get 

1x bazooka. Don’t worry about the guy wondering around in the room beside you. It’s only a waste of air 

bombs. He is a teaser. Beside that room to the right at the end is a hidden passage. Go down and inspect 

to get 1007 gold and 3x bazookas. (With the luck ring equipped you will get 1622 gold, 4x bazookas, and 

an indigo oil instead) Now go back up and go down the path to the left of you. Open the chest to get the 

tyrano bracers. Go left and you will see three paths going up. Some of them are booby trapped. Just for 



the symbols of the ground in front of them. The path with a different symbol is the one that’s not booby 

trapped. In the lower half of the room the lower left cupboard has 1x healing potion. The right box on 

the right side of the room has 1x laser in it. On the left side check the box for 3x venom darts. Open the 

chest beside the for 1x plasma gun. Above the open the chest to get 1x plasma gun. Go up the stairs and 

open the chest on the left to get 1x Ocean orb. Open the chest on the right to get 3x shark meat. Flick 

the switch to on. You will now have to fight an Iro shark. Use Randoms metallist curse and Sarahs sun 

boomer. Once defeated go back down (remember to choose the path with a different symbol) then 

right. Go up past the doctor room and into another hall way. On the left check the small room and open 

the chest to get 1x shark meat. Now continue going up and you will see six barrels to the left. To the 

right of the lowest right barrel is a hidden path going down. Inspect at the end to get 1x indigo oil. 

Continue all the way up and go right. 

19. Walk right and open the chest to get 1x healing potion. Walk forward and kill the zeon. Don’t worry 

about wasting an airbomb to get into the room below you. There is nothing in it except a monster. 

Continue going right. The box in the middle has a Zeon which surprises you. When its dead check the 

box again for 2x healing potion, 3x laser and 3x fire bombs. From the box go left. At the barrels check the 

third one down for 1x hijacking. Turn the switch above you to on. The middle box has 1x laser. Go down 

the second path on the right and check the cupboard for 1x semi conductor. Go down the last path and 

then to the left check the cupboard on the right for 1x energy herb. The third cupboard has 332 gold. 

The second cupboard has 1x power hazel. Continue going down and open the chest to get 2050 gold. Go 

down and follow the path right. At the end go up and right. Don’t worry about going down into the 

room by using an airbomb. The chests are empty and there are no hidden items. In the room to the right 

check the boxes to the top right to get 1x aquapunga flower. Check the middle lower box to get 1x 

healing reagant. Check the lower right boxes to get 1x elemental bomb. Head back up and go right along 

the next path. Go down into the room and open the chests to get 15x Bazooka, and 7x elemental 

bombs. Check the lower left barrel for 1x barynium gel. Check the middle right barrel for 1x barynium 

gel. Exit this room and go right. You will see a computer with a blue arrow. Ignore it for now and go 

down. Flick on the two switches and then go down and open the chest to get a hand 6-razors. Now go 

back up to the computer and start the quest. 

 

Quest 15- Turn on switch at underwater network (Q 151) 

20. First up go right and open the chest to get a mermaid bra. Check the box to get 1x aqua lung. Go 

right and then down and left. Open the chest to get 1x XP egg. Go back up to where the first chest is. 

Now go up. Follow the path around and when you get to a grate check it to be ambushed by some 

marine squid and a dreadful squid. Once defeated you will get an ice cake. Now go up and you will be in 

a room full of dragon razors. Destroy them all. On the left side is a jelly contamination. Kill it. It can be 

ground locked. Use Earthquake skills and Wendalas carnage. Check the grate and you will have to face a 

shark slaughterer. This is a really tough fight even with high level characters. This enemy can multi strike 

your team and knock some of them out before you even begin. It is susceptible to plague, bleeding, and 

lichea. Just heal up with Wendala and also use her rise, mortals spell. It will very rarely drop a crystal 



pear. (If you are having trouble defeating it, equip Wendala with the Mermaid Bra and inflict her with 

lightning speed using an item. Use her undead curse skill to inflict plague/bleeding before the shark uses 

its multi-hit skill.) On the right side of the room check the right box for 1x holy water. Now go up and 

then left. Go past the square area and go up the second path. Open the chest to get a metal skin. Now 

go down and keep going left. Go up the second path and check the grate to be confronted by a dreadful 

squid and a titanium anaconda. Now go down and go to the left. Go up and move onto the next screen. 

 

21. Follow the first path to your right. Follow it all the way to the end and kill any monsters along the 

way. Go up a bit and take the second left path. In this room open the chest to get a magicka energyzer. 

Go all the way left and go all the way up. Now follow the path all the to the right and go down a bit and 

turn on the switch. This will open the cage beside you. You will now have to fight two medusas and a 

temptress. Open the chest to get 1229 gold. To the left of the switch look for the blue plant on the wall 

and go down from there to find a hidden passage. Inspect at the end to get 4x toxic water. Now go back 

up to the top and then left. Go down the second path. Go through this room and go down into the next 

one. To the left kill the jelly contamination and open the chest to get a pirahna spine. Walk across and 

flick the switch in the middle of the room to on. Continue going right and at the very right of the room 

you will see a switch guarded by a lot of tough jellyfish. Flick the switch to on. Now exit this room by 

going down then all the way left then down again. Now on the next screen go all the way down. Now go 

all the way right. At the very end go down and open the chest to get pirahna deltoid. Go back up and go 



right onto the next screen. Ignore the first path. Go up the second path and inspect the end to get 1x 

emerald powder. Go back down and go all the way right. At the end go down and open the chest to get 

1x life potion and 1x revive potion. Now go back to the first path you ignored and kill the jelly 

contamination. Pull the switch. Quest complete. 

 

Quest 16- Turn on switch at lions den (Q152) 

22. You will now be in Joshua and Herbert’s party. It will ask if you want to swap Herasia for Tarabulla. 

Go into the cave above you. This cave is full of Lamentons. Go up to the very top. Drinking the water 

gives you a small heal. Work your way around and kill all the lamentons. You will end up back outside 

again. Now go down. At the end grab the 177 gold. Go back up and head right. Kill the minotaur standing 



in the way. The party will have a conversation while crossing the bridge. Keep walking forward and grab 

the 115 gold. Go down across the bridge and open the chest to get 1x saint potion. Now go back across 

the bridge and go up and onto the next screen. Kill the minotaurs and then check the cave to confront a 

titan zeon. Once dead you will get 3x tigo powder and 1x tigo reagant. Go across and down the bridge 

and onto an island full of wandering warriors. Open the chest on the middle island for 1x Yveen egg. On 

the end island is 3x eternal warriors. Open the chest to get an obsidion shield, obsidion helmet, broken 

plate armor. Go back left then go up the two bridges. Open the chest to get 1x magicka potion. Continue 

going up. Take the left path and open the chest at the end to get 1x necroleech. Go back down now. 

Once go go back across the bridge go right. You will be ambushed by a terror of the height and a king 

tigo. Kill them. You will see a cave further along. The cave is weirdly silent but when you go to inspect it 

you will be ambushed by a heap of missile bats, bolt bats, and war minotaurs. When dead grab the 4x 

shark meat and 2x mammals onslaught. Go up and grab the gold for 168 gold. Keep going up and you 

will reach zoldans den. At the top is Zoldan. If your team is strong enough unequip Joshua and Herbert 

before this fight. If you want equip them with equipments that you have multiple of and aren’t rare. Use 

magicka bomb spell on him and he should go down in a few hits. Quest complete.  



 



 



Quest 17- Turn on switch at Arvendel apartments (Q153) 

23. You will now be asked if you would like cocka cocka instead of Brussian. Go to the left and into the 

cave. There are lamentons and harpies in here. There is nothing at the left path. Go up and over the 

bridge. Go right and you will find four flames. The green one is the pedestal of heroism and it will give all 

party members the heroism state. The pink one is the pedestal of war and will give all party members 

Weapon H-Boost state. The blue one is the pedestal of invincibility and will give all party members 

obsidion skin state. The yellow one is the pedestal of the universe and will give all party members giant 

body state. Exit the cave and go to fight the mythic dragon. Use Sarahs sun boomer attack, Random's 

metallist curse then dragon tomb, and Luciana's dragon blaster spells. Go down and confront the zeon. 

Kill him easily. Go down and confront the next zeon and cataclysm messenger. Go down and talk to the 

skeleton. You will see that it is Kratin. He has been paid to dig in the mines. He tells you to follow him to 

lord of Arvendel and then rushes off. Go forward a bit more and another dragon will attack you. This one 

is a lethal dragon. Use the same technique as the mythic dragon. Walk all the way down and you will see 

two things to walk under. Under the second one to the right you will find a hidden area where you walk 

right a bit then down. At the end inspect to get 3x god's heaven. Go into the door and you will emerge 

on the other side. Walk up and open the chest to get a lava ring. Walk down and confront the 3 titan 

zeons. Go into the next cave. 



 



24. You will now be in the apartments. Immediately 2 cataclysm apostles will attack you. Enter into the 

first upper room. Fight the minotaurs. The right most bed has 104 gold at the top. Continue going up 

and you will have to confront some harpy queens. On the right grab the 335 gold. The chest beside you 

is trapped and the treasure will be broken. Go into the left room and pull the switch. Go down and enter 

into the lower right room. The yellow sacks has 1x healing reagent. Pull the switch and then go into the 

upper left room. Pull the switch and go back into the room you were in previously. Go down into the 

next room and pull the switch. On a plate on the table is 1x Zombie heart. Now go back up and go left 

and down into the next room. Turn the switch to on and then exit this room and go left and up.  

 

25. In this next area go right. Go down and then left. Go up into the room and you will see a treasure 

chest. This one is trapped and when you open it the treasure will be broken. Go back right and down. 



Take the next left path. If you open the chest 300XP will be sucked out. (Less XP will be lost if the luck 

ring is equipped) You will now face a warlord devourer. Once defeated take the right path and check the 

last box for 2x spark dice. Now go back and confront the trees. Go to the right and confront the chest to 

get 188 xp sucked out. Kill it. Go down and kill the trees standing in the way again. Go right then up. At 

the very top go a little left until you are in the middle of the lower wall. There is a secret path here. Go 

down and inspect to get an obsidion helmet. Now go back up and take the lower path. Go all the way 

left and open the chest to get an ebony blade. Now go back right and go down the stairs. Open the chest 

to get a necrotear. Flick the switch to on. Now go back upstairs and go left and down. At the bottom go 

back up and go to the left and go down the stairs. Open the chest to get 428 gold. Go up into the next 

room and open the top left chest to get a demon diadema. Open the second chest to get 1120 gold. 

Open the third chest to get a demon diadema. Open the last chest to get an Yveen water. Go back 

upstairs and go all the way right and go down. Go left this time. Take the upper path in the middle and 

go left. Go down the stairs and open the chest to the left. You will get 235 XP sucked out. Go back 

upstairs then go right, down, then left. Open the chest at the end to get 1077 gold. Go down the stairs. 

Fight the Jellyfish. Flick the switch to on. Quest complete. 

 



26. You will now find yourself back at the computer. Start heading left and you will come across some 

war minotaurs who want to cut off your heads and bring them to the Grand Commendanter. There will 

also be an orc called Luoxor with several enemies to back him up. Use some spells that attack multiple 

enemies to knock out his friends and then metallist curse him and sun boomer. There will also be 

another lethal dragon to kill. Continue all the way left until you get to the gates if the warehouse. Walk 

up to go into the next room and as you go past the water you will be ambushed by a jing-saw shark. Kill 

it and it will drop a Jing-saw Jaws (relic). Go up to where the door was locked before and there will be an 

ante-spirit in the way. Kill it and walk into the next room. 

27. First up go right check the second pipe for a beon helmet. Now use an air bomb on the door. Go in 

and kill the jelly fish. Check the cave for 215 gold. Now exit this room and then go left and up. Check the 

lower left blood fountain to get 1x ante-wave. Check the lower right blood fountain to get 1x omega 

buddon. Check the upper right blood fountain for 1x mammals onslaught. Check the upper left blood 

fountain for 1x fish holocaust. The chest to the left is an adventurer devourer. Go up and check the chest 

for 1x Indinera potion. The chest to the right is trapped. Go into the second cave. Go up and right and 

open the chest to get a book: holy rituals. Go down then right. The scorpion is a magmalite scorpion. 

Use Metallist curse and sun boomer attack. It can also be paralyzed. It will respawn. When it dies the 

second time you will get a magmalite ghog, lava ring, 5x fire powder, 2x gaia dust. It will also randomly 

drop a lava ring. Go up the first bridge. The treasure chest is trapped but to the left of that, in the top 

left corner, is a hidden passage. Inspect at the end to get 1x toxic water. If you want keep going and kill 

the cataclysm apostle. There is nothing further up. Go back right and exit this area. Go up into the first 

cave. 



 

28. The first two rooms have nothing so ignore them. Go straight up and use an airbomb on the door in 

front of you. In the first room check the chest for 1x luna berry and 1x magicka potion. In the second 

room up in the upper aisle of books check the lower right bookshelf on the left side for 1x shining 

parchment. Go up into the third room and ignore the paths going up. In the next room check the chest 

to get 1x healing reagent. Keep going up and open the chest on the table to get 84 gold. The chest to the 

right is trapped. Go back down and right onto the next screen. You will now be in the treasure room. 

The top chest has 666 gold. The chest to the right has 1x light glass, 1x kirin herb and 1x dahr herb. 

Check the next chest down to get 1x hero cream and 1x air powder. The chest to the left has 1x insanity 

powder and 1x sleep vapor. Go down into the next area. The middle chest is a drazzkaerkazarian. Sun 

boomer works well on it. The upper chest has 1x life apple and 1x power salt. The lower chest has 1x 

bromium powder. Go up the left area. At the end is an inscription. Look to the left and inspect to get 1x 

Yveen water. Go down one and look to the left again to get 1x moon dew. Go down one and inspect left 

to get 1x mithril drop. Go down one and look to the left to get 1x power pepper. Go down one and 

inspect to the left to get 1x star dust. Go down one and inspect to the left to get 1x XP egg. Go down one 

and inspect to the left to get 1x XP egg. Go back up and look to the right and inspect to get 1x yveen egg. 

Go down one and inspect to the right to get 1x xen mist. Go down one and inspect to the right to get 1x 



mind haze. Go down one and inspect to the right to get 1x Hydra tear. Go down one and inspect to the 

right to get 1x emerald powder. Go down one and inspect to the right to get 1x Fairy tear. Go down one 

and inspect to the right to get 1x XP egg. Go to the right and through the room, go into the small room 

going up and open the first chest to get 402 gold. Open the second chest to get 1x XP egg. Go into the 

next room to the right and open the lower chest to get 1x necrotear and 1x magicka energyzer. Open 

the upper chest to get 1x magicka energyzer and 1x revive potion. Now go up into the last room. The 

chest on the left has 1x saint potion and 1x enchanted potion. The middle chest has a zeon helmet and a 

jester boots. The right chest has 1555 gold and a volcano cane. Check above the row of suits of armor 

for a hidden passage. Inspect at the end to get 1x kadaboom. Now leave the treasure room by going 

back the way you came to the royal apartments. 

 



29. Go down to the area just before the door you opened with an airbomb and then go all the way left. 

Go down into the end room. Go down to the bottom. The chest to the left is trapped. The chest to the 

right has 1x holy water. Flick the switch to on. Exit this room and go into the next room to the right. To 

the right of the barrel go down and you will find a secret passage. At the end inspect to get 1x necrotear 

and 3381 gold. Go down and challenge Zormon, the guy in the blue robe. Do not physical attack him. It 

will heal him. He does not have much hit points. Use Sarahs Indinera calling and Lucianas mind break. 

Also with the killer spear equipped you can attack with Luciana and it will knock quite a bit of HP from 

him. He will randomly drop the ankh rod. Exit this area and go up. Kill the monstruoroa and get the lab 

key. Check the pot on the table to the left to get 3x shark meat and all party members will recieve +60 

HP/MP. Go to the third table and from the seat go down to find a secret path. Go down then left to get 

into a room. There is a vampire that’s not evil and just enjoys drinking from the barrel. If you have 

Random drink from it you will get +3 HP (permanent)/fatigue and drunk, -50 HP (non permanent). Have 

Wendala drink it and you will get +1MP. Have Herbert drink it and he will get +2HP/RS 

(Permanent)/fatigue. Have Herasia drink it and he will get +11 HP/ Drunk! All can drink it so drink away. 

Be warned however the easiest way to get rid of drunk is to let that character die then revive them OR 

to go back to the start of Arvendel dome and sleep in the bed there. Beside him is a chest that is locked. 

Exit this area by going up the secret path. Go up the stairs and go all the way up. Open the chest at the 

end to get 103 gold, and a sandaaral shield. Go up the stairs into the throne room. 

 

Quest 18- Kill Azygos (Q154) 

30. Walk forward and you will see Kratin again. He will ask if you are there to beat Azygos the ruler of 

undeads. Random will get annoyed with him and tell him to move. Kratin then challenges them to a 

fight. He is quite weak. He disappears after that. In this room are quite a few enemies. Check the chest 

in the top left to get 511 gold. Check the chest just below that to get 1x sparkling powder. Check the 

lower chest to get 1x necrotear. The skeleton on the throne will tell you to go away or he will call 

Azygos. Go down and about halfway down the corridor check to the left to find a secret path. Inspect at 

the end to get 5561 gold. (If the luck ring is equipped you will also get a banshee cape as well) Continue 

going down to the next room and open the chest to the left to get 2x luna berries. Down a little bit more 

is another chest with a 666 blade. Open the chest on the right to get a bronze key. Turn both switches to 

on. You will see the suprem bone again in the bottom left, however this time you must kill him. He will 

go down quite easily. When he is dead the room will flash red. Azygos himself will talk to you, then fight 

you. Sun boomer with Sarah works really well. Once dead he will randomly drop an underking crown. 

Quest complete. The place will now fill up with holocaust wraiths which are excellent to level up your 

party. 



 

31. Now go left into the zoo. Go up the first path and open the chest to get a blood-line katana (relic). 

Continue going up and open the chest to get 5x shark meat. Go back down and go across to the left. 

Luciana and Sarah will comment about the zoo. Go up the second path and about halfway up the first bit 

of the corridor to the right is a secret passage. At the end of it inspect to get 7x royal meat, 61x shark 

meat, and 2x beast blood. Continue going up and left into the room with all the boxes. Go along the 



middle row of boxes and at the end check the wall to the left to get 1x omega buddon. Open the upper 

chest to get 12x shark meat. Open the lower chest to get 11x shark meat. Go back down and continue 

going left. Go up into the next room and open the right chest to get 23x food rations. Open the left chest 

to get Shark Labo key. Exit this room and keep going left. Open the chest along the way to get 127 gold. 

That’s it for this area, leave this area. Now go up. When you get to the spilt path, take the right one and 

open the chest to get 1x mithril drop. Now time to go and open some locked chests. 

 

32. Go back to the room with the vampire drinking from the barrel. The bronze key will open this chest. 

You will get a book: The holy sun. Now go all the way down and into the warehouse. Walk along the top 

path then up into the shark Labo. Up the top the shark Labo key will unlock this chest. Inside is a shark 

super wing. Continue all the way right to where the console was that you used to split up into parties 

with. Head down and click the bottom switch back off. With that switch off, return all the way back to 

the zoo, and turn the switch you find there on. This combination will unlock Yveen's cell from the 

beginning of this area. Return there to find her. She will add +6MP to your entire party, restore 

everyone's MP, and give you 3000 gold. Now go back up to the throne room and go up into the mines. 

First go straight up into the nef. Walk forward and open the blue chest. The chest is trapped however 

you will get the electrician gloves and scientist gloves. Now go up to the top and as you go to go up the 

little stair bit you will be ambushed by a cleaner. It is quite weak and won’t take much to kill. The 

computer in front of you will turn on the lights. If you stand on one of the panels in front of the 

computer it will turn on a really bright yellow light. As far as I know it has no use except for hurting your 

eyes. Go to the left and check in between the two computers to be ambushed by a power catepillar (it 

randomly drops a plasma gun). Once dead you will be attacked by a few robits. Once they are dead you 

will get 1x barynium gel. You will now be attacked by a over caterpillar (It will randomly drop a bazooka). 

You will get a fission bomb once it is defeated. Now you will be attacked by 3 trons (Random drop a 



gun). You will now be confronted by 3 super robit and an airport defender. Sun boomer is your friend on 

this one. Use it on the airport defender. Also use Randoms fury spell. Once dead you will get 11x semi 

conductors, 15x plasma guns, 10x bazookas, 16x lasers, 1x H-bomb, 3x Barynium gel and 10x indigo oil. 

Open the chest to the left of you to get an AZ sword. Now go onto the right side. Check between the 

computers again and you will be ambushed by a bromium 

tron, destroyer tron and a bio- gamasys (One of them randomly drops an elemental bomb. The other 

two very rarely drop a drosium axe and a demolition axe.) Once dead you will get 1x indigo oil. The chest 

contains a translucent prism. If you get one person in your party to touch it they will learn the spell: Iron 

power. Leave the Nef by going down. 

 



33. Now go right and into the next room. Kill the wandering warrior. In front of you is a purple tree. This 

is a flower of styx. It is quite a strong plant. Immediately some of your party will have the pox condition. 

Metallist curse it and use sun boomer. It will randomly drop 1x talys root. Now go up the ladder and into 

the underground wastelands. Now work your way up to the top to the bridge. As you go to step on it 

some dragons will approach. Kill the two mythic dragons. Use all your dragon spells and sun boomer. 

Once defeated the dragon will grab Sarah and leap into the chasm. The team will split up. Half will go 

after Sarah, the other half will stay with Luciana to progress forward. Go across the bridge and head up 

towards the top. When you go through a little passage and assault will be called and you will have to 

fight many minotaurs, harpy queens, monstruoroas and dark dragons. Ignore the chest in the top right 

as it can’t be reached. Go up to the top and past the sign. 



 



Quest 19- Kill the lord of Arvendel (Q155) 

Quest 20- Drown the shrine to escape (Q156) 

34. Walk forward and to the right walk into the crack and inspect to get 1x star dust. Walk forward and 

meet Kurbas, the lord of Arvendel. Luciana will question him. You will now have to fight him. 

Concentrate on knocking out the dragons first then focus on Kurbas. Quest complete. Now a heap of 

dragons will turn up behind you. You can have fun killing all of them if you like but once they are all dead 

you still cannot leave the room. Unequip Herbert and Joshua and walk up to the switch. Quest 

complete.  



 



35. You will now be in Randoms team. Walk all the way across. Ignore the cave there is nothing in it. 

Once you defeat the mythic dragon keep walking across and you will hear an explosion. It is Luciana 

pulling the switch. Random will tell Wendala and Brussian to leave and save their lives. Guanidia will 

come with you in an uncharacteristic act of courage. Keep following the path around. You will see a 

chest about halfway along. Ignore it, you cannot reach it. At the end you will see Sarah encased in some 

diamond. You will now have to fight a lethal dragon. Once defeated quest complete. He will free Sarah 

and the scene will cut back to Luciana and her team outside Arvendel dome. Watch the cut scene and 

that is the end of this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 7: Taking Lives 

 

1. You will now find yourself in the palace. Luciana wants to go and visit Sarah to see how she is doing. 

Go to the HQ and talk to Sarah. After seeing that she is ok Luciana will want to go back to the palace for 

the war council. Go up and you will find several guards and Captain Lanovensen standing in the way. 

They won’t let you into the council. Another guard to the right will run up and tell you of a secret way to 

get in. You will be in the palace gardens. Occasionally you will be ambushed by minor monsters such as 

hornets. Go down to the second path. Go all the way down and if you have the garden key it will open 

the gate. Open the right chest to get 1x red pimento and 1x oxhal. Open the left chest to get 1x life 

apple and 1x power pepper. There is also another hidden chest along the bottom wall below the one to 

the right. Open it to get 1x dragon blood and 1x recovery spray. Go back and when you get to the split 

go up a small way and follow the grass path down. Follow the path around and then go right and follow 

the first path up. About half way up you will be confronted by a heap of imps. Use lord of the dance to 

knock out the pink ones, physical attack with Herasia to knock out the blue ones, the yellow ones usually 

knock themselves out. (Roughly around this spot is a power salt and a fight against two enemies that can 

drop gaia dusts. Just refer to the map as it's hard to explain) Now go down and talk to the fairy. Ask 

about the locked gate and if you like buy the brown key off her. It doesn’t work on the gate like she says 

it does but I am not sure if it has any other use. If you do buy it off her and try it on the gate she 

disappears. Now go all the way up and jump through the window. Quest complete. Now go to the 

throne room and watch the conversation. 



 



2. Now you will be Random. Leave the palace and you will see Wendala running up. She makes Random 

think that Sarah is dying. She then tells him that she was joking. Slap her if you like. She then tells you 

that she knows of a medium that may be able to help, who lives in the sewers. Go to the HQ to inform 

everyone and then your team can set out. First, head left to the far end of the Mirsen district and enter 

the leftmost house. Talk to Civelia for an Yveen tear. Then head down to the ports and in the top right 

corner you can see a square. Inspect it and you will now find yourself in the port sewers level 1. First up 

go straight down. If you like kill the jelly fish at the end. There is nothing in that little room. Go up to the 

next path and open the chest if front of you to get 105 gold. Go to the end of this corridor to get 1x 

healing potion. Head back left and back up to where the stairs were. Now go right. You should come 

across a bit where there is a blue arrow behind some jellyfish. Go all the way left and go down the 

ladder. Now go down and right. Open the chest to get 1x llanewan powder. Open the second chest to 

get 1x healing herb. When you get to the split go down (the upper path has nothing). Kill the jellyfish 

and keep going left. Go across the bridges and at the end open the chest to get a madu. Now go back 

and head up when you can. Ignore the chest to the left as it can’t be reached. Go up the ladder. 

 

3. In front of you, you can see a necklace. Ignore it. You cannot reach it AND it is not Civelias necklace. 

Walk up and open the chest to get a paladin shield. Now walk right until you reach the bit you went 

down before. Now this time go up and right and go down the stairs. To the left open the chest to get 1x 

necrotear. Now take the lower path and open the chest to get 57 gold. Go back up then head left. Go 

across the bridges. Open the chest to get 5x hornet stings. Open the second chest to get 1x magicka 

herb. Continue going left. Take the lower path and go down. Follow the path to the right. When you get 

in front of the cave you will be ambushed by some monsters. When you go in front of the second cave 

you will be ambushed by two sets of monsters. Now go down the ladder. You should now be on the 

serpentine quest. Walk forward and when you get to the a rock you will be ambushed by several rounds 



of bats. After than point the screen will start to go red. Walk all the away around and then inspect the 

blue flame for a quest complete. Watch the discussion between them. Along the way back 3 zeons will 

be blocking your way and tell you that you violated the underworld and that they are here for you. Work 

your way back out of the sewers. 

 



 

4. Now go to the HQ. You will see a massive big dragon in your HQ... It is not Nash  Onyx has decided to 

join. Now go up and talk to Brussian. Sarah is asleep. Now go to the palace and to the throne room. Talk 

to Julian. He and Luciana have decided to marry. Watch the ceremony and then the interaction between 

Luciana and Julian afterwards. After that it will cut back to Random and Sarah. She is exhausted after the 

wedding and needs further rest. Talk to Wendala and she will inform you that the tournament has been 

opened and that the four counters have been built. Brussian decides to tag along. Go up to the throne 

room and talk to Walz. He will teleport you to the counters. First up is Rillia. Go up and help by offering 

some funds. (Make sure to donate 5000 gold, as this is likely tied into an event later in the game) That’s 

all for here. Talk to Walz again and he will teleport you to Fanta. Talk to Zanbard and then talk to Walz 

to be teleported to Indinera. There is nothing really here. Have a look around and when you are ready 

get Walz to teleport you to the metrolian plains. Go and talk to the guy in front of a tent to the left and 

you will be attacked by a couple of cerberus. The guy beside the chest sells minor items. Now go back to 

Walz to go back to the palace. [Of note, this is the only point in LF2 where a majority of your characters 

are able to participate in the Petro Arena. The amount of leveling and luck required to actually complete 

the arena is somewhat prohibitive to the more casual players though. If you're interested in the arena, 

check out the spoiler that follows. Even if you're not interested though, at least make sure you get the 

shield in the waiting area: 

<Spoilers- start> 

Beat Adretana Arena (Q186) 

Head to the Petro district just before the dock area and take the path leading up to arrive at the Arena. 

Enter. Talk to the Jefferson, the guard on the left to get a quest, ' Beat Linda (Q171)'. To complete Quest 

186, you just need to beat the arena with anybody, although Random will probably be able to complete 

it most easily. To enter the arena with Random, you'll need to remove everyone else from your party. To 

enter the arena with anyone else, put just them and Random in your active party. Pay the lady at the 

counter to enter and you will be taken to the waiting area. Walk down from the table and you'll find a 

spot along the wall you can walk through. Follow it all the way down and then to the right and search to 



find a gill shield (ultimate). Talk to the guard above when you're ready and you'll have to fight and win a 

series of battles to succeed. Quest complete. 

 

Beat Linda (Q171) 

This quest is pretty simple. Just conquer the arena with Random. Equip him with the legendra helmet 

and either the legendary sword or epic blade. The helmet guarantees he will go first in battle, and either 

of those swords will take out all the challengers easily. Just use his fury skill each battle and you should 

win by default. It doesn't seem that you get a quest complete for this quest, but report your success to 

Jefferson and he will teach Random the arcanum blade skill. Then he will run off to be with Doriana. 

Stranger_by_Night has already taken the time to compile all this information. Here’s the level of each 

character,  equipments to be worn, reward and the strategy to win the fight- 

Brussian (Lv 70): 

Brasant Jaws 

Taurus Nail 

Wolf Hat 

Bio-X Skin 

Necklace of Bahamur 

Lethal Move (all rounds) 

Reward: Silver Ivory Bracers (heavy bracers for Brussian, but not as good as Gaes Fur) 

 

 

Wendala (Lv 71): 

Epic Blade (from Baretta's shop) 

Madu 

Legendra Helmet (Relic) 

Heroine Mail 

Mantle of Psyche 

Carnage (rounds 1-3), Shocker (round 4), Vapor Wars (round 5) 



Reward: Kuka Salvarian (ring that protects anainst all 6 basic elements and slightly lowers MP costs, 

nothing extraordinary) 

 

 

Random (Lv 75): 

Legendary Sword 

Key of the Hero 

Legendra Helmet (Relic) 

Gaes Horned Armor (Ultimate) 

Luck Ring   

Attack (rounds 1-3), Fury (rounds 4-5, only to make sure Random will win in one turn, everytime he 

killed the oponent with the first slash, so even common attack should work well) 

Reward: Azuron (heavy helmet for warriors) 

 

 

Cocka Cocka (Lv 69): 

Cock Beak 

Super Wings 

Lovely Feather 

Feather Robe 

Cocka Rings 

 

Fire Storm (all rounds) 

Reward: Flavae Seed (a permanent HP booster) 

 

 



Askhbar (Lv 71): 

Grandiose Axe (from Baretta's shop) 

Madu 

Krom War-Helmet 

Orcish War-Mail 

Orb of Chaos 

While equipped with Orb of Chaos, he attacks automatically, I let it equipped during all rounds 

Reward: Inverness Bracers (regenerates 11% of total MPs per turn, great for Luci) 

 

 

Herasia (Lv 60): 

Zeon Claw (inflicts plague - absolutely necessary for the final round) 

Gaes Fur 

Wolf Het 

Bio-X Skin 

Beast Ring 

Attack + heal if necessary (rounds 1-2), Ripper Claws (rounds 3-4), Sign Your Claw + Frozen State (round 

5), the main problem was Herasia had too few magicka points, with enough MPs to perform Sign Your 

Claw in every round it would be much easier 

Reward: Jungle of Hell (a medicore spell for Herasia/Luci) 

 

 

Tarabulla (Lv 70): 

Solblast Rod 

Crystal Madu 

Granite Cap 



Anaconda Skin 

Magma Eye 

Pre-emptive Orgy of Flames + Attack (rounds 1-3), Fire Alchemy + Heal before the battle, then Dark Slash 

+ Attack (round 4), Fire Alchemy + Heal before the battle, then Pre-emptive Orgy of Flames + Dark Slash 

+ Defend (round 5) 

Reward: Iotezis (a counter-spelling shield for Tara/Rosa) 

 

 

Rosa (Lv 70): 

Power Orb 

Iotezis 

Fairy Cap 

Faiy Suit 

Enzyma Exciter 

The 7 Seas (round 1-4), Calling All Deseases + Hydrofugor + Be lucky enough not to get hit by Linda's 

nasty physical attacks  (round 5) 

Reward: Mystery Drop (a permanent mind booster) 

 

 

Petula (!!!Lv 84, zombified!!!): 

Brasant Jaws 

Coelancathe Scale 

Feather d'An 

Metal Skin 

Orb of Chaos 



Just watch the fights and hope you won't be hit critically (rounds 3-4), get the "fatique" status (rounds 2-

3), and in round 5 both avoid weakening spell, and hit critically (one normal hit + one critical hit should 

be enough) 

Reward: Nautilea Coral (a permanent MP booster for fish/mermaids) 

 

 

Guanidia (Lv 73): 

Jing-Saw Jaws (Relic) 

Gaes Fur 

Feather d'An 

Bio-X Skin 

Fighting Machine 

Glue + Attack/Kamikaze + Leni's Heal, if you had Guanidia in your party when you reported getting rid of 

the rival guild to Leni (rounds 1-3), Kamikaze (rounds 4-5), Guanidia dodges most physical attacks, the 

only attack lethal to him is Linda's Tidal Wave 

Reward: Kaba Nut (a permanent resistence booster) 

 

 

After you win with all these 10 characters, ask the lady with pink hair behind the counter in the "item"-

labeled room for 3 XP eggs as an extra reward. 

On the way to finish off the huge mosquito, you'll have the only opportunity to enter the ArenA 

tournament with Coryool and Sarah. After Luci rejoins your party, she will prevent you from entering the 

ArenA. These two fights were a piece of cake compared to fights with Rosa, Guanidia, Tarabulla and 

especially Petula. 

 

 

Coryool (Lv 50): 

Grandiose Axe (from Baretta's shop) 



Key of the Hero 

X-RR3 Headphone 

Gaes Horned Armor (Ultimate) 

Fighting Machine 

Attack (all rounds), the occasional pre-emptive "gwahaha" attack could help a lot 

Reward: Grand Shark Helmet (a helmet for Coryool, provides higher overall resistance, but lower 

offensive capabilities than X-RR3 Headphone) 

 

Sarah (Lv 70): 

Atari Bow (from Baretta's shop) 

Crystal Madu 

X-RR3 Headphone 

Angel Gown 

Legendra Necklace (Relic) 

Indinera Calling + Attack (rounds 1-2), Sun Boomer Attack (rounds 3-5) 

Reward: Adretana Legendary Conch (a permanent MP booster) 

That's all for duels which can be won in LF II.  

 

 

Arena Roundup 

The rewards for completing the arena are as follows. The final item you will need to talk to the squid in 

the lobby area to receive, but only after that character has beaten the arena. (Copied from Maximus's 

post, kudos to him for compiling this) 

 

Random: +28HP / Red Spirit / +3HP for the party / Azuron (helmet) 

Wendala: +28HP / Green Spirit / +3HP for the party / Kuka Slavarian (ring) 

Brussian: +28HP / Red Spirit / + 3HP for the party / Silver Ivory Bracers 



Tarabulla: +28HP / Blue Spirit / +3HP for the party / Iotezis 

Petula: +28HP / Blue Spirit / +3HP for the party / Nautilea Coral 

Herasia: +28HP / Green Spirit / +3HP for the party / Jungle of Hell (Book) 

Guanidia: +28HP / Blue Spirit /+3HP for the party / Kata Nut 

Askhbar: +28HP / Red Spirit / +3HP for the party / Inverness Bracers 

Rosa: +28HP / Green Spirit / +3HP for the party / Mystery Drop 

Cocka: +28HP / Green Spirit / +3HP for the party / Flavae Seed 

Sarah: +28HP / Green Spirit / +3HP for the party / Adretana Legendary conch 

Coryool: +28HP / Blue Spirit / +3HP for the party / Grand Shark-Helmet 

 

At 10 victories you can speak to Jendani (In the room with the item signs hanging) to receive 3x xp eggs. 

 

Note that Coryool and Sarah cannot participate in the arena at this point in time. Later in the chapter 

you can return here and compete with Random, Sarah, Coryool, and Wendala only. This is mentioned 

briefly in step #26. Apart from those four, no one else can participate in this arena in LF2, except for this 

exact moment in the game. In LF3 you should hopefully be able to compete again. 

<Spoilers-end> 

5. Visit the Rilla counter again and talk to the leader and then Walz will call an emergency and whisk you 

back to the palace. There is trouble in Mirsen. There is a fire spreading fast in that part of town and all 

the guards that he is sending is coming back burnt. Luciana decides to come with you. Head to the room 

of mediation and speak to Gubert, about halfway down on the left side. He will teach Luciana the 

ground of blood skill. Before we go and take care of the fire, now would be a good time to tackle some 

quests that have popped up. (Two of which must be done now, since they cannot be completed 

otherwise) Going by the order of the quest numbers, head to the fire guild first, using either the map, or 

the Wanderer Guild transportation option. Report to Arulea and ask about quests. Get both quests 

'Restore Magicka Aura (Q159)' and 'Shrine of Ice(Q160)'. (Be sure to complete both of them, since you 

cannot complete either quest later in the game!) 

 

Restore Magicka Aura (Q159) 

 



6. Luciana needs at least 2000MN to succeed. Use her half-goddess aura skill, inflict her with brilliant 

mind, equip her to maximize her MN, and use the seminary of intelligence at the mage guild if you still 

need more MN. Then just talk to the guild leader about the quest and you'll complete it automatically. 

Quest complete. 

 

Shrine of Ice (Q160) 

7. After asking Arulea for this quest, talk to the purple flame just to the right of her. She will take you to 

the Ice Castle. Here your characters will be assaulted by the cold. The Thermal Suits from LF1 will protect 

you against cold/slow if you have any available. There are a number of Caul opponents roaming around 

here. They are notably weak against fire, and rarely drop an Yveen tear. Proceed to the right. Along the 

way there will be a large torch in a small room above you. Destroy that torch. Continue to the right and 

take the next pathway leading up. If Tarabula is in your party she will flip the switch, opening the door at 

the beginning of the castle. Return there and open the treasure chest to find 4x crystal rain. Instead of 

going right again, take the path leading down this time to find 1x magicka energizer. Now go all the way 

right and into the final room along the top. The chest here has a frozen-hart helmet. Now continue 

down, but ignore the chest you pass as it is trapped. Continue to the bottom-right area and check the 

stove for 4x ice cake. Go down and to the left to find four treasure chests. From top to bottom, they 

contain 1x ice cake, 12x ice powder, 3x air powder, and 11x fire powder. 

 

8. Leave this corner area and continue on to the left. When the pathway braches south follow it. 

Observe the large square wall in the center of the room. If you walk into it from the bottom you can find 

two treasures hidden along the top. 2553 gold, and 10x ice cake. Continue left and check the small pool 

of water to fight a Gabura. Considering the status effects heaped onto your characters, the Gabura can 

be pretty tough; it is susceptible to paralysis though. It randomly drops an ice cake. Check the two 

nearby chests to find an Yveen tear, and 2x magicka potions. Continue left and up, fighting past the 

enemies. Prepare yourself and check the ball of light blocking your path. You will fight an alphagorus. It 

hits quite hard and with everyone inflicted by status effects; it is quite an uphill battle. The only way I 

found to easily beat it was to pump up Random (Hero skill, heroism, steel muscles, etc.). Use Metallist 

Curse in the first round and Random's Fury skill in the second round. With any luck you can take it out in 

round two before it destroys you. Afterwards you will get a quest complete and a random number of ice 

cakes. (Somewhere in the 20-30 range). The chest is trapped, but you should destroy the last torch. 

That's it for this dungeon. Return to Arulea and report your success. 



 

9. At this point, Arulea will also offer Magicka Improvement under general training. It costs 2000 gold 

per session and checks your active party each payment. Luciana gets +11MN/+11MP, Tarabulla gets 



+11MN, Wendala gets +7MP, Rosa gets +8MN, Cocka-Cocka gets +25MP. When you return later with 

Sarah in your party; she will get +5MP. Next let us head to the Mage Guild of Mirsen District. First, talk 

to Jabbur at the entrance and pick up quests the following quests: 'Destroy Cult of Torture (Q165)', 'Find 

Abducted Girl (Q166)', and 'Cursed Item (Q167)'. (Q166 will not show up in your quest log, but it is vital 

you get the abducted girl quest now, so you can actually complete it later!). To my knowledge, none of 

these quests can be completed yet, so continue down and talk to Sandra for the following quests: 'Find 

Item (Q168)', 'Destroy Monster (Q169)', and 'Alchemy Contest (Q170)'. 

 

Destroy Monster (Q169) 

10. Head to the Palace entrance area. Talk to the guard on the right and enter the lower room. You will 

be hit for ~100 some damage (Less if the luck ring is equipped) and enter combat against the monster. It 

hits hard, and it quite resistant to damage. It will often get free attacks as well, causing 

paralysis/sleep/heavy damage to your entire party, throwing whatever strategy you had into disarray. 

The safest way I found to go about this fight is to boost Guanida's Speed so he goes first, and use his 

technique to inflict glue on it. You can also back this up with any skills that inflict ice jail. Then inflict 

plague and focus on keeping the three status effects on it until it slowly perishes. It occasionally drops a 

gaia dust. Quest complete. Report your success to the Mage Guild for 80 MG points. Now head to the 

Fighters Guild in the eastern Petro area. Talk to Floyd at the counter and pick up the following quests: 

'Death Penalty on Bathory (Q179)', 'Yves the Zombie (Q180)', and 'Hornets in Pachami(Q181)'. 

 

 

Yves the Zombie (Q180) 

11. Head to the transports area. As long as you’re here already, check out Baretta's shop. She now offers 

7x moon dew, and a dancer’s pinnacle. Now take the transports to the southern lands, then that 

transport to the eastern lands. Go all the way east till you reach Moormore. First go into the house at 

the bottom-left. Talk to Caruhl and he will mention that he saw the zombie heading to Darmar’s. Leave, 

and Darmar’s house is to the right, but all that remains of him is a skull. Note that there are a number of 

ghosts wandering around at this point. If you equip the luck ring, there is a very small chance that they 

will give you either a holy water or an esclachaboom when you bump into one of them. To continue, 

head to the chapel and talk to Gildas. He will mention that the zombie is now wandering outside. As you 

wander around mid-town, roughly in the middle of all the houses, Yves will ambush you while 

empowered, very likely killing 1-2 members outright. Note that there is a second, hidden enemy in the 

fight. First, you should probably revive and put up defensive barriers as he hits quite hard. Past that, he 

is susceptible to Guanida's glue, and weak against fire/holy. I glued him, used metallist curse, and 

blasted him with fire skills till he was defeated myself. He will then ambush you again! Bring plenty of 

revive potions and hope you can keep him glued is all I can suggest. (If you're having trouble, you may 

prefer to return later with Sarah and use her Sun Boomer skill to great effect) Quest complete. Return to 

the fighters guild to collect a well deserved 2000 gold. If you've completed the LF1 quests for the guild, 



this would now grant you access to the dark manor portion of the guild, behind the door to the left. Let's 

finish the other guild quest first. 

 

 

Hornets in Pachami(Q181) 

12. Use the Pachami map the guild gave you when you first asked about the quest from within the guild 

to go there. It takes 64 food rations and 500 gold to travel there. Go into the nearby building and talk to 

the mayor about the quest. He will direct you to the guard towards the top of town. Go ahead and 

restock your food rations at the shop here. Talk to Leona towards the top right and she will give Luciana 

a mind crystal. You can then rob the chest for 1x buala, as well as check the leftmost jar for 1x healing 

potion. Leave and walk around the house to find a chest with 51x hornet abdomen. You can hit the 

monument on the way back if you wish; all it does is release some hornets. Speaking of which, the 

hornet enemies are pretty resilient to damage. Luciana's Lava Wall, Cocka-Cocka's Fire Storm, and 

Wendala's Carnage do pretty good damage though, possibly other skills as well. Talk to the guard 

towards the top to proceed to their hive. You will have to work your way inside the cave and pass quite 

a lot of hornets. It helps to boost your speed and use the skills listed above, especially Cocka's Fire Storm 

skill. Check the hornet at the top for the queen hornet and two hornets. Use Metallist curse on the 

queen and the same skills you've used to get this far and they'll all fall quickly. The queen will randomly 

drop a sharp spike. Quest complete. Now that all the hornets are gone, you can freely pilfer the cave for 

a total of 5x queen’s honey. When you leave the cave you will report your success to the mayor. Before 

you leave, check the top-left wall for a hydra tear. The sleeping person blocking it has left now. Also, if 

you talk to Rollande, at the bottom left of the town; she will mention that she finds nuggets of gold in 

the water. Check the water for a total of 2x gold nugget. Return to the fighters guild and report your 

success for 1500 gold. 



 



 



13. Now enter the dark manor portion of the Fighters Guild. At the top is Zander, who is the one you 

need to convince to stop the animal butchering. It does not appear you can be persuasive enough at this 

point, but let us keep it in mind for later. Ask him about sponsoring and their partnership and you can 

get 25% off purchases made at square tower. If you ask about support and money, he will give you gold 

based on your persuasion and the number of quests you’ve completed for the guild. I’d wait and 

complete more quests for a larger reward. Then talk to Karol, off to the right of Zander. If you ask for 

battle lessons, he will charge you 500 gold per person, and give them +200XP and inflict Str. Seminary. 

Str. Seminary doubles ST temporarily, much like the Int. Seminar they have at the Mage Guild. Then ask 

him about quests and pick up: 'Fake Laxius Force (Q244)', and 'Terror in Guth (Q245)' 

 

Fake Laxius Force (Q244) 

14. This quest is a little difficult to explain fully. Essentially, the fake force can appear in one of at least 2 

separate locations. Either Dasdamene's house in Pachami, which is the location I found them, where 

Dasdamene will award you with a Kadaboom. Otherwise, they can apparently appear in the Garden of 

Adretana, somewhere down the stairs just outside the Fighters Guild. I could never get this location to 

take though. You may have to re-enter the screen a few times, or even go back and forth between the 

two. Any extra information on this quest would be appreciated. Once you find them, return to the 

Fighters Guild and report your success. You will receive the Orb of Damage, and he will offer you the 

glorius javelin (relic) for an amount of gold dependent on your persuasion. You will also receive the title 

of Baron from the guild for completing five quests, although I do not see any immediate benefits for this 

rank.  

 

Terror in Guth (Q245) 

15. Use the map Karol gave you when you asked about the quest to get to Guth. It costs 45 food rations 

and 900 gold to travel there. Talk to the armored guard to gain admittance. You can enter the top 

building to restock on food rations if you wish. Continue on until you reach the castle. In the throne 

room are some darkened panels. Check the shaded wall above them to find a skewer spear. Then talk to 

the man on the throne. You will face him and five orcs in combat. Nothing too special about this fight, 

they all go down easy. He will sometimes drop a tyrant mask. You will also get the guth key after beating 

him. Use the key to open the gate to the left. The large red box has 4866 gold. The top-right box has 

book: heroes of the deport, and the top three chests have each of 4x raw mithril, 13x raw mithril, and 

11x raw mithril. You will now have to fight your way back out. Report your success to Karol to get credit, 

but there is no reward beyond getting credited for the quest itself. If you're up for some exercise, head 

to the southern transports. Go down a screen, left two screens, up two screens, and take the left path 

up. Here, Bahran will gladly teach Random the death strike skill, for completing so many quests at the 

Fighters Guild. Also, check out the weapons tower while you're in the area. It updated its stock awhile 

back. This probably doesn't mean much if you've imported though. Apart from the new items that have 

trickled into the various shops, equip Random with his luck ring and keep checking the 'Blades' section 



of the shop. After a couple times of exiting that shop, he should offer to sell you a draco-lich dai-katana 

for 13000 gold. Make sure you buy it since he may only offer it once! 

 

16. Now that that's all taken care of, let's go back to the Mirsen district (On the left side of town). Now 

go into the top right building. Inside is a flaming wreck. Walk across and inspect the dead mage for a 

magicka energizer. Go into the top right where the blue arrow is. You will find yourself underground. 

Here you will occasionally be ambushed by fire elementals. Luciana's Ars demonia spell works well on 

these creatures. Go straight down and take the right path. Walk around and at the end are 2 holes with 

1x gaia dust in each. Now go back to where the entrance was and then go right. Now welcome to the 

fire maze. First up go down and take the second path from the bottom. At the end is a hole with 1x gaia 

dust in it. Now go back left and go all the way to the top. Follow the path to the right. Go down one and 

take the path to the left. And then immediately go down. Along the way is a hole with 1x gaia dust. 

Follow that path around until you see it going right. Take that path and follow it around until there is 

another path going down. Before following it down, continue left and loop around to find a final 1x gaia 

dust in the pool of lava at the end. Then backtrack and take the path down. Follow that until you reach 

the fire creature. (If you have trouble understanding my directions please refer to the map provided). 

Kill the fire elementals. Now you will come face to face with bang burn. This guy can be tough. He will 

regenerate +3000HP each turn and is resistant to most attacks. Equip Epic blade on Random. Use 

Randoms metallist and Fury spell and sometimes spells that inflict exhaustion work. If you have trouble 



try using black boxes that were commonly dropped by the minotaurs in Arvendel. They sometimes work. 

He will run away when the fight is over. Quest complete.  

 

17. Watch the conversation and Sarah and Luciana decide to stop over at the palace for a drink. (Make 

sure to unequip Sarah's armor at this point) Go up to the palace and talk to the chef with the blue arrow 

above him (You can’t miss him). They will order their drinks and start a conversation. When it asks you 

to the answer is PIERRICK. Bang burn will reappear. Kill the elementals with Ars demonia spell and 

pituite calling. Now time for bang burn. You can inflict ice jail on him and poof he goes. (You will now 

find that whatever armor Sarah had on was destroyed!) Now chase it down. Follow the little flames. 

Follow him through the banquet room, party room, through King Julians bedroom and out onto the 

balcony. They think he has escaped again and BOOM he surprises you with an attack. Have Sarah cast 

slasher and Random cast Fury. Don’t use paralysis or ice jail otherwise you will have to chase it outside 

of Adretana. Once dead quest complete.  

 

18. Luciana will go and check on the palace. Everyone else goes back to HQ. Onyx points out that there is 

a traitor in the palace. He will now join your party. Check the weapon shop below the HQ and you will 

notice it has updated its inventory. If you equip the luck ring, it'll carry even more goods which you may 

want to buy some of. Enter into the palace (Onxy will be following you). In the main palace area (where 

the chef was), talk to Onyx several times and he will give you a power salt. Enter into the apartments 

below the throne room. The traitor is in the first room in the top right corner. He will threaten to cut the 

woman’s throat. However they see that this is a trap and the woman has actually drunk the dark potion. 

You will now have to fight her. She heals +8000 HP each time. Metallist curse her and use Wendala's 

carnage spell. Once dead the traitor has escaped again. Onyx senses that they have escaped via the 

eastern exit and is heading towards the Snake rock on the peak. The party will go to Julian and ask for 



help. Julian will join your party and half will go chase after the traitor and half will teleport with Walz. 

After 10 minutes Walz is still struggling to make the teleportation so the second team decides to go 

there by foot. It will cut to the entrance of Snake Rock. Julian will order them to open the gates. In the 

Barrel second from the top has 1x Buala in it. Weave your way up to the top in the court. 

 

Find Abducted Girl (Q166) 

19. To the left is a guy selling his wares. Above that to the left you can see an open window. Check to get 

132 gold. To the right is a barrel besides all the torches and inside it is a 1x red pimento. Go up the stairs. 

Go right and the left barrel has a 1x healing potion. Go into the bottom-right building (you can't see the 

door, but just follow the pathway on the ground inside) Here you can find Shanice. If you got the quest 

from the Mage guild earlier, you have the option to abduct her. Do so as it's the only way to 'rescue' her. 

Quest complete. Now exit and go into the closed door. Along the bottom, between the torches, you can 

find a necroleech. On the left you will find Coryool. Talk to lord Kanalis and watch the cut scene. Coryool 

will join your team. Random and Coryool will now have to fight Lord Kohmerandal and a snake rock 

guard. Kill them with ease. Now check the left side of the drawers for 2x necrotears and 11x healing 

potions. In the right side of the drawers are an Yveen tear, 3x energy herb, and 3x royal meat. You can 

sleep in the beds to heal if you like. Open the chest to get 1x magicka energyzer. Now go down the 

stairs. 



 

20. Now you have an opportunity to hide if you like to decrease the chances of being attacked. Go right 

and kill the guards. Open the chest to get 155 gold. Now head all the way left and attack the guards. If 

you open the chest you will have to confront a Drazzkaerkazarian. Now head down and start to go right. 

In the niche above you is 1x magicka energyzer. Continue going right. At the end kill the guards. Go up 

the path and open the chest to get a 1x healing reagent. Go down the stairs and kill the guards. First up 

go down and open the chest to get a phantom gaze. Now go up, right then up again and kill the guards. 

Inspect the upper bed to the right to get a 1x beast blood. Now walk left. You will be ambushed. Kill 

them. Continue going left and when you go to open the chest you will be attacked by a 

drazzkaerkazarian. Continue going left and open the door the cell. You will be attacked by some guards. 

The chests are empty. Exit the cell and when you open the blue chest to the left, you will be confronted 



by another Drazzkaerkazarian. Now continue left. You will see a darkened patch on the wall. Go up and 

inspect to get a lava ring. Now go down the second path and then walk all the way around. At the end, 

go down and up the stairs. 

 



21. Go up across the bridge and to the left. Kill the guards. The chest to the left is another 

drazzkaerkazarian. Check the wall above the right side of the bed for 765 gold. Go back right and near 

the end to the right of the crack in the ground head down the secret path to get to Yveen. You will get 

+1Lv/+5HP, and 3x XP egg. Now head back up and continue heading right and down and across the 

bridge. When you get to the three way split head right and inspect the shelf on the wall to get a rebel 

jailhouse key. Use the key on the door below you. Offer the man to the right of you a room in your 

manor. Talk to the girl in the top right and she will ask you to find her brother Tull. There is also a man 

named Garko here, but it seems impossible to convince him. In the bed to the lower right, check the top 

half for 2x food rations.  

 

22. Now head left. The red chests are empty. Check in the top left corner in the drawer for a prison key. 

Use it on the door above you and open the chest to get 5478 gold. Beside the chest go up into a secret 



area. Now walk around to the right and into the next room. Open the chest to get a dream diadema. Go 

back around and down. Now go to the lower part of the room and open the jail cell to the left and 

inspect the bowl on the table to get 37 gold. Go into the jail cell on the right and then walk underneath 

the bed to find a secret path. At the end look up and inspect to get a 1x necrotear and 1275 gold. Now 

go back and head down the stairs. Go up and right. Now open the cell and kill all the guards. Open the 

chest to get 3x hero cream, 2x sparkling powder, 3x mithril drop, 5x hydra tear, 1x star dust, 2x pirates 

dust, 1x enchanted potion, and 538 gold. Now exit this cell and then go right and down. Open the chest 

to get a carkaskr sword. In the top right corner in the wall above the bed you will find 108 gold. Now go 

up and left at the second path. Now go up the stairs.  

 

23. Now go up and go left to the very end. Go down the bridge. At the very end take the left path down 

and kill all the guards. Now go down the stairs. Go left and and up. At the very end there is a very 

powerful trap that will explode. The chest is empty. Go back down to the bottom. To the right open the 

door with an air bomb and open the chest to get a madu and an adamantium axe. Check the boxes to 

the right and get the 7x healing reagents on the left side. Get the 4x necrotears in the middle box. Get 

the 2x beast blood and 5x toad blood in the right box. Now go up the path and pull the switch. Head 

back left and up the stairs. Go back up to the top and right. Go do to the door that previously couldn’t 

be opened. Go down and head right. In the middle set of two chains go down the secret path. Open the 

top chest to get 3x necrotear and 1x manthra tear. Open the second chest to get 2x toad blood, 2x black 

box, and 1x ceremony of the blood. Go back up and right. Now go down and down the stairs. Open the 

chest to get a prismatic armor. Now head back upstairs and go back left, down across the bridge and 

down stairs again. Go right and if you check the piece of paper you will discover that it is a very powerful 

bomb. Continue walking right. At the end you will be ambushed. Confront the guard at the end. You will 

have to confront a midget black hole once all the guards are dead. It is weak to physical attack and does 

not have much health. You will then have to fight 3 astral watchers. You will then have to fight a 

malangos. Once it is dead go down the stairs. Kill the mythic dragon and grab the boy. Quest complete. 

Return him to Tulla. Talk to her again and offer her a place in the manor. Now go back to the third level 

area, unequip Julian   and head up to the switch. A trap will go off and then the screen will cut to 

Wendala and Guanidia. 

 

24. Wendala notices that the idiots put their equipment in a chest in the same room. When you head 

towards the door some guards will come in and harass wendala. Kill them and quest complete. Go down 

the stairs and open the chest to the right to get a 1x life potion and a 1x revive potion. Kill the chef to 

get 1x healing reagent, 1x toad blood, 1x royal blood and 1x necrotear. Open the chest beside him to get 

5x magicka potions. To the left of the chest walk down to get a Wraith Dai-Katana. Now go right then up 

and flick the switch to on. Now go left and down and left again. Go up into the room. Open the chest to 

get a 1x revive potion. Now go down and talk to the guards. Now go up and right. Go down and across 

the bridge. As you reach the sleeping guards the gate will shut behind you and you will have to fight 

them. If you go left and open the chest you will have to confront a Drazzkaerkazarian. Go down the 



stairs and watch their conversation. Go across and under the water bit. You will be attacked about 

halfway across. Now go up and then right along the next path. Check the boarded up bit along the end 

to get a 1x revive potion. Now go back left and up. Go across the bridge. Check the waterfall next to the 

crystal for a 1x moon fish. Take the left bridge across and check the left crate for a 1x emerald powder. 

Check the right crate for 2x dark powder. Work your way around the bridges and open the chest to get a 

1x magicka energyzer. Go back around the bridges and then head right. Walk partway down and go left 

into a secret area where you can find a crystal pear at the end. (This is right of where you found the 

revive potion earlier, up 8 steps, then left. In case you're having troubling finding it.) Now go all the way 

down. Go down the stairs and check the carts to the right. On the left side is one with 4 gold in it. The 

bottom box with rocks has an emerald powder in it. The boarded up bit has 1x gaia dust. Now go up the 

stairs bit and pull the switch. Quest complete. Watch the conversation and now you will have to fight 

more guards. Watch what happens next and now follow the path left. Check the second boarded up 

panel to get a 1x stone flute. Check the crate for 2x dark powder. Check the last rock to get a 1x star 

dust. You will see him about to escape again. Watch what happens and then quest complete. 

 



25. You will be back in the throne room. Start the interrogation by going up to Gandermark and 

inspecting him. A guard will come in with a report about halfway through. Apparently a huge mosquito 

is going on a Rampage in Hannae. They will organize a team and Walz will teleport you when you are 

ready. Check the body in the top right for 83 gold. Check the body in the top left to get 26 gold. Check 

the headless guy below him for 1x holy potion. Check the boy to the right of the headless guy for 1x 

wooden fish. Check the guard at the entrance to get 1x healing potion. Now go up the stairs in the top 

left. The mosquito will be right there. Approach it and it will attack. After a few rounds it will escape. 

Take the right path and up. Open the chest at the end to get 3039 gold (4288g if luck ring is equipped), 

2x mermaid potion, 1x crystal rain, 3x luck starfish, jangas javelin, and a vapor spirit. Now go down to 

the bottom to where you started and then go straight up. (One of the shark slaughterer enemies you 

encounter here will respawn when you leave the screen. They rarely drop a permanent stat boost item, 

the crystal pear) Head left and down again. As you start to go across the second bridge you will be 

attacked by the mosquito again. It will fight you again for a few more rounds then disappear again. Go 

around and then to the left then up. As you go across the second bridge again you will be attacked by 

the mosquito again. It will leave after a few rounds again. Go up to the top and then go near the well. 

You should face the mosquito again. It will disappear again and they will realize that it was a diversion to 

get them away so it can attack Adretana. They will rush back. Watch the scene unfold back at the palace. 



 

(Part 2 onwards contributed by Kehaul) 

26. After the scene, you will find yourself in the throne room. Your next objective is to intercept the 

mosquito. Let us put aside the impending danger to the entire city for a moment though. Go to the right 

part of town first, the Petro district. The ring shop from LF1 has finally opened for business here and has 

some nice rings you may want to purchase. In the Fighters Guild, ask Jennifer (the blue haired trainer to 

the left) about 'help fighters?' and she will train Coryool, giving him your choice of: +4HP, +7ST, +11SP, 

or +8RS. He will also get 8500exp. Continue right to the port, and talk to Naldo (one of the fish 



merchants), and he will offer to sell you a luck starfish after you exit his shop. If you're interested, the 

Arena is open to the north of Petro for a very short window again. This is your last chance to participate 

in the arena in LF2, but only your current party is able to enter it. Head to the Mirsen district next, the 

left part of town. Go to the mage guild and report your successful rescue of the girl to Jabbur. Continue 

left and visit the Art Guild. Ask about 'partnership'. Assuming you own the manor, he will offer you 

10000 gold to display art in it. You can persuade him for more gold. While you're here, pick up the four 

new quests available: Find Statue in Balnuunla (Q187), Bring Zobul the A-Analyst (Q188), Make a Statue 

of Random (Q189), and Destroy Cult of Vampires (Q190). Ask about the Zobul quest again to get 300 

gold. We'll get to the actual quests later though. 

 

27. With that taken care of, let us return to the mortal danger the city is under from the mosquito. Head 

outside town and fight your way through swarms of enemies. Nothing you haven't faced before though. 

You will notice a skull lying near the water. You may remember a boy who used to talk about feeding the 

sharks. You can click the skull to fight the infernal shark if you wish. Continue fighting your way to the 

transports. Verify you've already bought Baretta's latest stock since it'll update shortly. Travel to the 

southern lands. Continue down and left a screen. When you reach Solwan's shop, make sure you go 

down. Rescue the Fairy named Mina from some enemies. If you have the manor, she will invite herself. 

Head back up to Solwan and continue left all the way to the weapons tower. If you want, you can pull 

the sword in the tower with Coryool. (Be aware however, that certain imported saves, if not all save still 

have a bug with this event carrying back to LF1. Namely that once he pulls the sword, you will no longer 

be able to jump all the way down the tower until you re-complete the quest of learning the ice-hands 

technique. This can mess up your save file in ways I could not even fathom and I would advise against 

doing this unless a V.1.7 is released that addresses this bug.) That said, if you're still up for it, equip 

Coryool with the Over-Titan gloves and have him pull up the sword in the tower. You may have to boost 

his ST up a bit to succeed. He will get 15MN. Baring that, you can still hop down to the bottom of the 

tower and talk to Marandohra at the bottom; ask her about 'quest'. She will teach Random the particle 

blade technique for advancing far enough in the Fighter Guild.  

 

28. With the side trips hopefully out of the way for a bit, exit the tower and head right to the four-way 

intersection, and go up this time. Continue fighting your way up through the opponents until you reach 

the mosquito. This time the fight it for real, so be prepared. There's not much to say about this as you've 

already fought several rounds against this thing. It seems to be immune to metallist curse, and heavily 

resistant to just about anything. You either need to really boost up Random's AT and Fury, have Sarah 

Sun Boomer it to death, or preferably do both. It should go down in only a few turns without too much 

incident; it's certainly easier than some of the other opponents you’ve faced. If you continue up, you will 

find that the House of Vision is now open. Although I fail to find anything there apart from a bunch of 

scorpions that kill you instantly when you touch them, and switches that lead to more switches that 

ultimately lead to nothing. To be fair though, there is also an empty treasure chest. We may come back 

to this later though. 



 

29. Return to the castle and report to Luci in Julian's bedroom. (The place the Bang Burn ran through). 

Luciana is in better spirits and will rejoin the party. Following the scene, you will find yourself in the 

catacombs. While you're down here everyone will be constantly hit with the pox condition. No need to 

worry about it though. Talk to the Naga nearby and then leave. Above, your party will regroup, including 

Alexandra in their ranks. Before you cure the pox condition go back into the catacombs quick. Go to the 

end and click on the flame with Tarabulla in your party, she will get an entirely impressive +1HP. Now 

return upstairs and clear away the pox condition. Head to the room of meditation and walk down to the 

bottom of the area, directly below the pillar is the treasury room. Conveniently the person that used to 

point it out to you since perhaps back to LF1; has disappeared now that you finally have the key to 

unlock it. (Crafty Indinera ) Anyways, there's quite a haul in here. Starting with the wooden chest and 

going clockwise you can find: legendra boots (Relic), a golden apple, 3x insanity powder, Adretana 

legendary bow (Relic), 4x stone flute, and a moon dew. Also, all the flames in here will give Tarabulla a 

small stat boost based on their color. Starting with the top-left and going clockwise: +2RS, +1HP, +2MN, 

+2RS, +2RS, +2MN, 

+1MN, +1SP, +2RS, +100HP (Heals her for 100HP), +1HP, +1MP, +1MN, and +1SP. 

 

Alexandra's Mind (Q199)  

30. Head back down to the lobby. Put Alexandra in your party and equip her optimally. Make sure to 

unequip anyone who is wearing the prismatic armor and give it to her. I also went with the dream 

diadema, crystal madu, solblast rod, and the yveen diamond pendent for the HP boost, but you may not 

necessarily have all those items. You should save your game to a separate save slot just in case. (You 

may also want to level her up a fair bit first though, especially if you didn't import) Click on the sparkly 

bookcase when/if you're ready. She will fall asleep and enter some kind of dream. Make sure not to talk 

to the guy nearby yet! The tea set on the floor inflicts brilliant mind. Make sure you can defeat the 

zombies in the next room. If you can't defeat them it's a good indication you should level Alexandra and 

hold off on this quest for now. Click the box of roses to inflict haste. Go right and you will find a zombie 

that gives you 3x shining parchment, and 9x XP egg. Nearby, in the row of windows, check the wall that 

is missing a window to find another shining parchment. Now go back to the first room and talk to the 

guy to get the zombie to move. Continue to the right and go down when the path branches. Click on the 

squid and defeat them. With the squids gone, check the fireplace one was previously blocking for a 

shining parchment. Don't stick your hand in the bag, but do stick it in the boiling pot of water. If 

Alexandra has a little over 200RS, she will get a random item: life apple, moon dew, omega budon, 

healing reagent, or a cycca leaf. Then check the other half of the pot for the same grab bag item. I went 

with 2x life apple. A scorpion may wander in to defeat, otherwise continue on right, and defeat them. 

The minotaurs are a bit tougher, defeat them to get +5000 XP and +1HP. 



 

31. The guard up top will ask which clock is missing; the correct answer is 'FOUR'. (This may vary game 

to game, but if you walk down a ways you can see for yourself which clock is missing) Continue on and 

enlarge the hole if you wish to fight some scorpions. The next guard warns you about the windows. If 

you check them anyways, he will be killed by the explosion that occurs. The right window is tough, and 

you're better off using a simple attack item such as a fire powder to win. Take the lower path to meet 

Brussian. If you let him keep biting you enough, you can pick up lightning speed, heroism, obsidian skin, 

and armor h-boost. Continue left and enter the room below. Talk to Guanidia and he will join, which is 

good because you'll need him. Head left while avoiding the minotaurs an you can get Heresia to join as 



well. You should be able to take the minotaurs in a fight now. Return to where Guanida joined and 

attack the demon to fight Tartux and a mutated miniotaur. Tartux can be hard to damage, but is 

susceptible to plague, pox, and lichea; so just have a pet equip a weapon that inflicts one of those on 

him and wait till he dies. (If you're having trouble, load up on status effects from Brussian beforehand) 

Click the counter Tartux was blocking to get +5HP/+1Lv for Alexandra. Head back left again and Heresia 

will get rid of the old lady if you bump into her. The figure at the top left has 250 gold. Attack the zombie 

reading a book to get a zombie heart. The nearby chest has Alexandra inside it... somehow. Talk to Julian 

now and Alexander will get +11HP/+4MN/+1500XP. Quest complete. 

 

Make a Statue of Random (Q189) 

32. Leave the palace and walk down to meet Naho. Read the letter. Then check the top-left barrel that 

has been added to improve security here for 7x life apples. As the party suggests, now would be a good 

time to visit the counters again so return to the throne room. Go to Riliia first. Here you will find Cindy 

wandering around, talk to her and she will join your group. (She may not appear unless you made the 

full donation amount earlier in the game) Talk to the bunny girl to receive a dragon sword. Then put 

Coryool in the party and talk to Gerald off to the right for the brontonsaurium bracers. If you received 

the quest from the art guild, also click on the statue of Random here. They will steal it. Quest complete. 

Note that until you drop it off, your party will be encumbered. Let's visit the other counters first though. 

Next up is Fanta. Talk to Zanbard and he will ask how Luciana rates her power. You can only pick one of 

the following: 'Leader' gets her +5HP/+6000XP, 'Strong' gets 4HP, 'Fairy good' gets +3HP/+1MN, and 'Still 

need to work things out' gets +2HP/+14000XP. There's nothing at Metrolia, so return and go to the 

Indinera Counter next. There will be a statue of Sarah here which Random will destroy if you investigate. 

I left it be. Talk to Ronan with Sarah in a bikini. Leave and return and you will find another person there. 

Apparently word of Sarah's risqué clothing travels fast.  

 

Bring Zobul the A-Analyst (Q188) 

33. Walk just south of the palace and you will find Zobul wandering. If you didn't kill the bunny earlier in 

the game he will be investigating it, and you will be unable to complete this quest. If you did kill the 

bunny however, talk to him and persuade him to join. If you have max persuasion he will join up without 

even needing the gable's cigar. Quest complete. Report the quest completion for 5000 gold. Also report 

completion of the statue quest while you're oh so conveniently here already for another 3000 gold. The 

statue will be displayed and the encumbered status will be lifted. Exit and enter Katia's house next, the 

middle building in this part of the district. Put Cindy in your party and raid her chest for 1101 gold and a 

pink bikini. (If there is a stat check, it's very easy to meet). Exit and probably avoid talking to the old man 

here as he will die of a heart attack.  

 



Destroy Cult of Vampires (Q190). 

34. Go right to the other half of the Mirsen District and enter the inn (pub). Go downstairs and the cult 

will already be on to you. They attack. When defeated, a second wave will attack. They shouldn't give 

you any trouble. Quest complete. On the way out I noticed an old lady at the table that wasn't there 

before. She will give Luciana an enchanted potion, 2x hydra tear, and 1202 gold. Return to the art guild 

and report your success for 6000 gold. Head to the Mage Guild next and talk to Sandra at the bottom. 

Pick the 'Hey, Luci' option and she will give you a tip on finding the secret guild. Then ask about the new 

quests that came in to get: Write Thesis (Q196), Destroy Undead Pit (Q197), and Cure Plants (Q198). 

Check the chest in the bottom-right corner with Cindy in your party. Equip her with the Primo Hat from 

LF1, and Random with the Luck Ring. You need 48 steal points to succeed. (On a good import save, you'll 

need to get Cindy's SP up to ~1200 to succeed. Use Tarabulla's Energy Burn skill to double Cindy's SP, 

and equip her optimally to raise SP. You may need to level her up some to succeed.) You will get a 

solblast rod, fairy infinium, and 4451 gold. 

 

Destroy Undead Pit (Q197) 

35. Talk to Sandra again about this quest and ask her to take you to the pit. Check the wall just to the 

right of where you arrive for a talys root. Then fight your way down past some skeletons. At the end you 

should save before fighting the two wraiths. They have an attack that inflicts exhaustion (all) and you 

could instantly lose the fight to it. The Elemental Blade on Random combined with his fury technique, 

with Luci's Lava Wall should work well. They randomly drop Yveen waters. Proceed to the bottom of 

your pit and fight past the various undead. Check the bottom-left path first. Ignore the trapped chest at 

the end, but do hit the switch. Go down the bottom-right path next. Along the way there is a purple 

flame that Tarabulla will comment on, but darned if I have any idea what it does. (Perhaps it's for a 

quest later on?) At the bottom ignore the chest again and hit the other switch. With both switches on, 

enter the center room. You will have to fight two more of those instant-death using wraiths so beware. 

The treasure chest is again trapped, so prepare yourself and face the boss. The Elemental blade works 

wonders on him, but he's pretty fragile to begin with as far as bosses go. He randomly drops a grimdohl 

gloves. Quest complete. If you're so inclined, the majority of enemies on this screen will respawn if you 

go up a screen and return. When ready, leave the pit entirely. Report your success for +150 mage guild 

points.  



 

Find Necklace (Q99) 

36. Next, let us leave town to the south and visit the transports area quick. Go to Baretta's as she has a 

bunch of stat boost items in stock now, namely 2x power peppers, 3x star dust, 5x red pimento, 1x 



crystal pear, 4x power salt, and 3x gaia dust. You can't travel anywhere else at the moment so head back 

to town. Go to the Main Avenue next, straight up from the entrance. Enter the second house on the left 

to find Fernand's residence. With Cindy in your party, check the chest in here. Whatever the thievery 

requirement is, you should succeed automatically. If not, equip the primo hat, luck ring, and inflict 

Energy Burn like last time. You will get Civelia's necklace and 2144 gold. That explains why you couldn't 

find this in LF1, Fernand stole it! Return it to Civelia in her house at the far left end of the Mirsen District. 

(Opposite the Art Guild). Quest complete. 

 

37. Report to the Guild of Wanderer in the east district next. (Right of your HQ). Ask about latest gossips 

and then 'May I help you, Leni?'. She will ask Queen Luci for some funds. Give her 5000 gold for 120 

GWP. If you give her less, you get less GWP, so you really should give 5000 gold. On a good import save, 

this should bring you up to 500GWP, and allow you to get the 'Power Collector (Q219)' quest. You can 

also pick up 'Rival Guild (Q150)' if you did not do so earlier in the game. Neither quest can be completed 

at this point in the game, but you might have done Q150 earlier in the game already. 

 

Secret Island (Q195) 

38. At the guild of wanderer ask about maps and go to Crys Island. (Or go to the beach and walk off the 

bottom to reach here if for some reason this map is not available) At the very bottom there is a staff in a 

rock. You need to increase Luciana's AT above 600 to have a chance to succeed, while about ~650AT will 

be an automatic success. Equip her with your highest AT weapon and inflict weapon boost using an 

item, or whatever equipment you may have that boosts AT. You can buy a strong spear at Baretta's shop 

if you need it to succeed. You will get the glass rod of crys. Quest complete. This quest could have been 

completed already, but with a high number like Q195, now is around the time you were probably meant 

to complete it. Go ahead and visit the Fire Guild next using the map service again. Their quests will have 

updated again, replacing the prior quests so hopefully you completed them. You can still go to the ice 

castle apparently, but if you did not already complete the quest you can no longer do so. Make sure you 

do not ask about the 'protect the guild' quest yet! (If you refuse this quest, you fail it automatically, so 

do not even ask about it till you are ready)  

 

Find Magma Radiator (Q193) 

39. Do ask about the 'find item' quest though. She will want a magma radiator. If you've followed the 

walkthrough you would already have bought one. (Just for reference they are sold at the Mage Guild 

once you reach rank 4 in that guild. The shopkeeper along the right side of the guild behind the table is 

the one you need to buy it from.) Ask about the quest again with the item and you succeed 

automatically. Quest complete. If you have not already done so, have Coryool stick his hand in the flame 

towards the back. Equip Alexandra with the anti-flame gloves and do the torch challenge to get 



+3MN/+3MP. Then have Cindy equip the gloves and she will get +5MP/+2MN. Go and talk to the pink 

flame next. (You may need to decline the trip to the ice castle to actually talk to her) She offers to teach 

'fire power' (teaches fire frenzy and etnah), and fire wire (teaches fire wire). Random and Tarabulla can 

learn the fire power techniques. Random, Luciana, Tarabulla, and Rosa can learn fire wire. Additionally, 

if you equip them with the Enzyma Exciter (sold at the Mage Guild shop), then Sarah and Wendala can 

also learn fire wire. Note that these training options may have been available earlier, but at least you 

have them now. Put Tarabulla in your party and talk to Razzia along the top of the guild. Ask about 

automatic help and you will learn automatic healing. It doesn't show up on her skill list though. This may 

have been available earlier as well. Lastly, it would be a good chance to train up your party members a 

bit. (If you have a really good imported save file, it would be ideal if you leveled Cindy up to Lv. 50 for a 

chest coming up shortly) I found that the 'hard' training option (talk to Razzie again) was a really good 

way to do this. At around Lv. 41 Luciana's 'Lava Wall' technique upgrades in power, and becomes strong 

enough to defeat these opponents in one use. Just boost Luci's speed as much as you can with 

equipment and spam Lava Wall for battle after battle. (Use magicka potions occasionally to restore her 

MP) With the seed pendants equipped you will get 500-600+ XP fights in extremely rapid-fire succession. 

For me, it took just fifteen minutes to get Cindy from Lv. 39 to Lv. 44. If you have an alternative method 

to level up that you prefer, then go with it. 

 

40. Let us head to the Fighters Guild next, in the Petro district. The chest in the back requires a thievery 

of 65 to open. Equip Cindy with the Linderitz Scimitar weapon, Sharp Spike shield, Primo Hat head, 

Thermo Suit armor, and Fast Shoes other. Then inflict the werewolf condition on her using Brussian's 

Werewolf Bite skill (Learned at Lv. 56), and the energy burn condition using Tarabulla's Energy Burn skill. 

Also equip Random with the luck ring. The thievery outcome is somewhat random, so you may need to 

try the chest quite a few times to get the best result. (Just for reference Cindy must be at least Lv. 50, 

possibly 49, with the exact setup as listed above. If you do not have the specific items listed above then 

you will have to make due with what you have, and level up even more to compensate the difference. If 

you're missing the Primo Hat and/or the 18 steal points from LF1; then you may just want to hold on this 

one entirely for now.) Once successful, you will get 5788 gold, an evening gown, a duke’s monocle, and a 

tungstene lance. 

 

Stop Animal Butchering (Q177) 

41. Equip the duke's monocle you just received on Random. Walk right up to Dengren with the very 

monocle you just stole from him seconds ago and he will be persuaded to stop the butchery of animals. 

Quest complete. Report back to Lysette in the Eastern District and she will award you a warrior's crown, 

and if the luck ring is equipped you also get 500 gold. Now head back to the throne room once more and 

have Walz teleport to the Rillia Counter. Use Cindy's 'I know where he could be' skill. (If Cindy still has 

werewolf on her, you will not be able to access her spell menu. To clear werewolf away just have 

Askhbar use a skill that inflicts damage on her until she faints. Or you can unequip her weapon and just 



have everyone defend for many, many turns until it wears off on its own.) You will end up in Blackhood 

Manor. Note that you cannot change you party here, so it's Random, Luciana, Cindy, and whoever your 

fourth member was. Bust your way through the door and you start find some tougher 'X' variant of 

opponents. Head left first and just past the lamp there are three picture frames. Walk directly down 

from the center one to find a secret room. The group of bottles is a treasure trove containing 4x beast 

blood, 1x aqua lung, 6x toad blood, 1x necroleech, 2x dead rising, and 9x dragon blood. The lower-left 

zombie head also has a zombie heart. Return and continue upwards. About halfway up the hallway, 

check the wall on your left to find a crystal rain. At the end, the chest is locked and Cindy doesn't seem 

able to open it. Check the picture just to the right for a necroleech. Also check the rightmost bench 

along the bottom for 415 gold. 

 



42. Head back down now and go all the way right next. Ignore the top chest here as it is trapped, but 

check the bottom one for a saint potion. Walk under the row of tables here to the left, then down to 

find another secret room. Both the rightmost and leftmost chests here are trapped. Open the middle 

three to find an empty chest, 106 gold, and 3x magicka energyzer. Continue up to the hallway, and 

halfway up it, on the left, is another secret passage leading to a bromium powder. To continue up you 

will need to fight the lamias. Move on to the dining area and speak to the lady to provoke a fight. 

Mettalist Curse the leader and blast the Caul's behind with Lava Wall. He fell pretty easily after that. The 

boss randomly drops a y'paragus third arm, and the Caul rarely drop Yveen tears. Afterwards, if you kill 

them you will get the blackhood key. If you let them live they escape. I personally killed them for the 

key. Quest complete. Go upstairs now where you will find the zombie. Check the lower-left barrel for 4x 

shark meat. Then check all four cabinets for beast blood and dog blood (pure), 3x toad blood, 1x 

necrotear, and 2x insanity powder. Wind your way back to the chest that was locked earlier and use the 

blackhood key on it. You will get a blood phial, a book: zombie holocaust, 2x dragon blood, and 2x 

zombie tear. That wraps up this location so leave when you are ready. 

 

Protect the Guild (Q194) 

43. Unfortunately, Luciana does not wish to visit the arena, so we will put that on hold for just a bit 

longer. Now before you go any further, make sure you go to the Mirsen District, and visit the house of 

wellbeing next to the mage guild. Make sure you buy at least one chocolate box from the shop keep. 

That wraps up new business, so it's time to move on. If you did not already supply the Fire Guild with 

two guards, head there now to do so. I personally selected Tarabulla/Rosa so they would have a good 

combination of speed and blasting the heck out of everything that might attack the guild. I equipped 

them fairly well, but not with the absolute best equipment before I let them go. (Also, I'd recommend 

you do not leave Petula as he will help out the main party later) Make sure if you stole the fairy infinium 

shield that it does go on Rosa though. The quest is not completed automatically but you've done what 

you can for now. Head back to the HQ to proceed with the main quest. Sarah will end up outside by 

herself in the rain, but thankfully all the pets/animals are on standby to be added to the party so put 

three of them in. (Those guarding the Fire Guild would not be available though) Continue down, and 

before you reach the transports, turn around and explore the left path leading up. One of the enemies 

here will award you with 3x hydra tear for defeating it. Then continue to the transports, and take them 

to the southern transports area. If you go north you will find that a Gorgonite has taken up residence in 

the cave. It's susceptible to at least plague and lichea, but didn't give me much trouble. (It plays the 

sound effect that usually indicated you got an item afterwards, but it doesn't tell you what it was, 

assuming you even did get an item?) Continue all the way to the left and check the lake at the final 

screen to fight an ohghmor. It is somewhat resistant to attack, but venom and lichea both work quite 

well, so just inflict one of them and it'll go down quickly. Afterwards you will get 4x luck starfish, 3107 

gold, and a jangas javelin. 

 



44. Head back to the transport and continue going down and left. Buy some stuff at Solwan's shop if you 

wish. If you want, the square tower of weapons has updated its axe selection and now has ultima axes 

for sale. It also offers some new Dai-katana weapons as well. Possibly other stuff was added as well, but 

I had at least one of every other weapon they carried. When you're ready, head back to the four-way 

intersection and proceed up. Be careful of the dragon towards the top here since you don't have 

Random to annihilate it. Go left and continue towards the cave. As you near it, some anacondas will 

attack. During the second fight some stronger anacondas will attack. The Gorgonum is a repeat of a LF1 

encounter, but your armor is much better since then so it shouldn't be too much trouble. This encounter 

very rarely yields a hydra tear, and the gorgonom itself will usually drop a Gorgonum skin. Inside the 

cave you will find a portal to proceed. Quest complete. *groans* There are random encounters here to 

mix it up a little. I just blasted everything with Cocka myself once I just got tired of a fight every 10 steps. 

From where you start, immediately go to the right, and walk off the platform. Walk across the water and 

you can find a chest with a golden apple all the way at the end. Then backtrack and take the path up 

across the first bridge only, before continuing to the right. In the room at the end, one of the many 

chests has 2046 gold. 



 

45. Continue left and ignore the first plank going up. Take the second plank to find some treasure chests. 

The rightmost one contains 1x emerald powder. Continue to the left and take the lower path when it 

splits. The chests here are all empty, but go downstairs. You will arrive in the sewers. The second black 

container you come across has a toxic water. Take the bottom path and if you put Petula in your party 



he can get the chest in the water for another toxic water. Go back up just a bit, and where the wall 

meets the small pond (right of the black containers), you can walk in to find another toxic water. Go to 

the top room and put Brussian in your party. Assuming his perception skill is high enough, he will notice 

something strange about the wall. Go through to find the catacombs. The black containers contain 3x 

bazooka and an indigo oil. Just below is another chest Petula can get for 2x holy water. Leave and head 

back to town. Return to where the path split and take the top-left path this time. You will come across 

some chests, one of which has a power hazel. The nearby encounter is a unique one. There is a small 

chance they can drop a life apple. Return to the right and find the long plank heading up to continue. 

 

46. To the right there are two chests, one of which has an aquapunga flower. Ignore the harpies for now 

and go left first. You will come across an encounter with another kao ka'up and a Sky Wyrm. Continue all 

the way left to find a chest with 54 gold. Also check below the bottom-left bench to find a sajcdil apple 

and 2016 gold against the wall. Return and continue up to the harpies. They can drop harpiie feathers. 

The fight on the bridge has another kao ka'up and random apple drop. The chest off to the left has a 

magicka potion. Continue up and take the long bridge leading to the left for another encounter against 

harpies. Return and continue heading up to find an encounter against 3x sky wyrm. They rarely drop a 

wyrm skin. Continue up to the lost town. 

 

47. Just above you is a chest with 4x demon blasters. To the right a bit is another chest with 1113 gold. 

Head left next to find a chest with a snake rings. Continue all the way up, ignoring the first path 

branching off to the right. At the top, check the large waterfall above you. Towards the middle of it, you 



can find a crystal rain. Then continue to the right and you will come across a chest that teaches the elven 

touch skill to one of your party members. The skill is a fairly weak heal skill that removes plague. Go up 

and fight your way past the enemies to find a chest at the end. It has a delta shield. Return and start to 

take the path leading down. If Brussian is in your party and at a high enough level, he will notice a secret 

room. Go inside where there is a treasure trove of stuff. Start with the crack in the wall above the piano 

and keep inspecting it for a star dust. Then check every bookcase as almost every one has an item. The 

total haul from all the bookcases is: 10x shining parchment, 2x scroll of indinera, 2x ball of spiritism, 

Book: the 1000 organs, Book: elven mist, and Book: the purificator. The chests to the right are locked 

and it doesn't appear you can open them. Leave the room and continue to the right. Fight past one final 

encounter with a kao ka'up and hit the switch to the left. You will now have to fight your way back to 

the previous screen. The switch summoned some reinforcements you'll have to fight past, including 

some kao ka'ups you can get apples off of. 

48. Once you reach the previous part of town, a bridge will now be there connecting you to a new part 

of town. Just continue moving left across the bridges till you come to a fight against a bunch of kao 

ka'ups, defeat them to continue on. Talk to the elf at the far back of the room first to get +4HP for Sarah. 

Then talk to the elf at the table. Quest complete. This also completes Chapter 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 8: Yveen's Oath 

 

1. The party (Random, Sarah, Luciana) now find themselves in the village of Balnuunla, a community on 

the border of the gardens of Balnuunla. Start off here by talking to the blue haired elf nearby to get a 

quest, namely 'Find Pillager (Q204)'. The nearby tree a sells balnuunla jars. You may want to buy at least 

1 jar in case it has a use later in LF3. The Elven Half God (The block statue thing) offers you a large 

variety of new goods. Of note, the zabo knife seems to only appear once in the shop menu. It's pretty 

strong for a dagger type weapon, so you may want to pick one up while you can. Equip the luck ring and 

exit the armor shop a few times and it will offer a legendra ring (relic) for 8000 gold. Head to the left 

part of the village next, and talk to the elf near the tree to get another quest, 'Find Phoenix Silver 

Feathers (Q205)'. Visit the inn next. Talk to the blonde woman next to the bookcase to find an 

acquaintance of Random, Leanda. Offer to help get her out of here! (If you just say 'okay', you won't get 

the quest and forfeit your chance to do so!) You will receive a quest 'Leave Balnuunla (Q206)'. Talk to 

the frog next to get yet another quest 'What Happened to the Sleeping Mage? (Q207)'. You can't 

complete any of these quests yet, so return to the village and enter the leftmost building. Talk to the 

half god here for permission to enter the gardens. The orc at the top-right of town will have moved now, 

allowing you to proceed. Go past him, but before you ascend the stairs, go left along the narrow path to 

the end. Investigate to find a life apple. Then check the wall immediately above you for a golden apple. 

Now go all the way up the stairs to find a familiar face. Talk to her and she will join your party. 



 



What Happened to the Sleeping Mage? (Q207) 

2. Return to the inn. Check on the sleeping mage and Random will convince Yveen to cure him using her 

powers. You have to persuade her, but it shouldn't be too hard to succeed. Equip the Gable's Cigar or 

Duke's Monocle if you need to. Quest complete. Report your success to the owner. 

 

Alchemy Contest (Q170) 

3. There is an incubus in the inn now. It will offer to take you to the druid contest for 5000 gold. (Or you 

can hold off and travel here later in the game for much cheaper)Once you arrive, check the large tree to 

your left to find a furrowed pine apple. Head up to the building and talk to the person all dressed in 

blue. Buy the book of ingredients from her. It doesn't seem to do anything, but it can't hurt to have it. 

Go in and talk to the person near the cauldron to enter the contest. It will tally your score based on how 

many rare ingredients you have in your inventory. Unfortunately, two of the items she tallied are LF1 

exclusives, and success here may be impossible without a good import save. As always, it probably 

wouldn't hurt to equip the luck ring just in case. You will get the awesome hat of the alchemist and an 

azura. Quest complete. (If you cannot complete it, then hold off for now. There are some potential 

alchemy ingredients you'll find in the gardens ahead.) Return to Balnuunla and take the winding path up 

to the top. You'll need 10 food rations to travel to the gardens. 

 

4. Battles against Elven Half Gods you'll start to encounter start off with it inflicting stone on one of your 

characters. Yveen's blood cure skill removes this, and so does the llanewan powder item. You will also 

occasionally encounter millipuves if you explore the bushes, so you'll want to have at least one weapon 

capable of harming them. The Predator Bow for example. Start off by exploring the flower patch to the 

right with a millipuf hovering above, you can find a power hazel in it. Go left next and check the roses 

near the frog for a moon dew. Check the bottom of the nearby gazebo for an indinera flower. At the 

top-left of this screen, the purple flower is another indinera flower. 



 

(The areas that follow are a lot less linear than the rest of the game, so take note of the area names, and 

use this handy diagram if you get lost.) 



 

5. Take the top-left exit first to reach the Strangiato. A few steps up on the left, the flower holder has a 

healing potion. Then head up a few steps and to the right of the nearby table. The red roses nearest the 

gazebo has a cycca leaf. About ten steps to the left is another patch of roses. Click it four times for 4x 

350 gold. Now walk down and left to find a collapsed cave, Click the rubble to find 2x balnuunla gems. 

Ignore the nearby pillar for now and head to the right, then up to find a pair of elven half gods guarding 

a door. One of the rose patches to the left of them has a balnuunla powder. Backtrack, go left, and head 

up the hill. Towards the top, the red roses are a balnuunla gem. Continue heading up but ignore the 



stairs and continue to the right as if you were trying to get the chest. Right before the river, face up and 

search for a balnuunla drop. That's it for this screen, so head back to the bottom-left and investigate the 

pillar now. Climb up each of the two mini waterfalls here to find 2x balnuunla gem. On the left is a note 

which teaches the indinera ivy skill. About halfway up on the right side, one of the white flowers has a 

red pimento. Along the top, most everything can be clicked on, but only one has the best reward. 

Directly above the sign, investigate the water to get a salcerium, 3x moon dew, and +3MN/+5000XP. If 

you click any other spot you will only get 1000XP. Enter the cave next to reach a new area. The left part 

of the first statue you come across has an indinera potion. Continue up the stairs and you will return to 

Strangiato again. 



 



Find Phoenix Silver Feathers (Q205) 

6. Next, go a few steps up from the pillar that teleported you earlier and you will see a gazebo. Walk 

behind that gazebo and continue left to reach the Strawberry Lake. The nearby patch of purple flowers 

is a cursed leaf. Continue left to spot a dragon, but it runs away. Check the nearby pond to find an azura. 

Two steps below, investigate the flowers to find a balnuunla drop. Continue left to find a mushroom that 

warns you about a witch. Check the leftmost flower container near it to find a magicka potion. Return to 

the Strangiato and head up to the three caves. They all take you to the same place. Towards the top 

there is a phoenix king that drops the phoenix silver feathers you need to complete quest 205. You'll 

need at least one, and the bird does respawn if you leave the screen and return. Before you leave 

though, this place is infested with items and millipuves. They're everywhere along the edge of roses and 

it's easier just to click everywhere then try to explain where each specific item is. Starting from the top-

left, the total haul of this place is: cursed leaf, healing potion, balnuunla drop. Going up the right wing is: 

balnuunla powder, cycca leaf, cycca leaf, moon dew. Continuing down the left side: ademia powder, 

2156 gold, cycca leaf, and balnuunla drop. Then up the remainder of the right side: balnuunla powder, 

balnuunla powder, cycca leaf, and a balnuunla drop. Lastly, check the right side of the tree for a 

bromium. The various exits here take you to random places, but the bottom one should take you to the 

first part of the gardens. Exit the gardens and report that you found a feather. Quest complete. You 

don't even have to sell any feathers to him, and the amount of gold he gives is pretty low anyways. 



 



7. Return to the Strangiato area again. Head up the hill, up the stairs, and up to the next screen to reach 

the Witch Peak. On your immediate left, the purple flower is a moon dew. On the way up, one of the 

roses is a healing herb. If you walk towards the top, the witch you were warned about will give you a 

quest, 'Find Rosa Maria Petal (Q208)'. If you walk through the narrow archway off to the right side, then 

she will turn into a wraith that attacks you! This leaves you with two options. You can either come back 

much later to complete the quest (+1 quest, -1 Rosa Maria Petal), or just attack her when she turns into 

a ghost (No quest complete, but you get to keep the Rosa Maria Petal you find later). Either option will 

still force you to fight the thing, which randomly drops a necrotear. You will also get a bromium after the 

battle either way. Then check the lillypad behind where the witch was standing for a gaia dust. I'd 

generally recommend killed the thing, given the warning about the witch and all. It seems the more 

appropriate choice, resolves this whole bit right now, and will save you from having to walk back later 

on. (I can't guarantee that the Petal will have some awesome use in LF3 if you do keep it though.) 



 



8. Return to Strangiato one last time and explore the final area, the door behind the elven half gods. It'll 

take you to the Villa Park. Check the patch of purple flowers above you to find a llanewan powder. Then 

go to the far right and check the middle of the rightmost flower patch for a balnuunla powder. Then go 

to the three gateways and go up through the middle one. Just on your left the flower that sticks out 

amongst the patch is an indinera flower. Then travel up and to the right and investigate the large tree to 

find a talys root. A little to the right and down, the roses have a luna berry. The puddle directly right of it 

has a fairy tear. Check the mini waterfall above to find a crystal rain. Now go left till you find a row of 

purple flowers. Investigate them all to find an indinera flower, a balnuunla gem, another indinera 

flower, a moon dew, and a war powder. The flower a couple spaces above is a balnuunla gem. Now 

head behind the big tree and go up. The first red flower you pass is a magicka potion. Just above is a 

sword you can pull out if Random has ~1170ST. You get an ulc-varnia sword. Talk to the nearby fire 

elemental and you can buy some unique equipment. Go up the hill and check the flower path directly 

above the elemental for an ademia powder. That covers this wing of the garden, so head back to the 

entrance of the gardens. 



 



9. Now it's time to explore the other part of the garden. From the original entrance to the gardens, take 

the top-right path this time to reach the Bella Ragazza. Follow the path and check the purple flower for 

an indinera flower. Go up a few steps and walk behind the elevated gazebo to investigate the flower 

container for a revive potion. Then go back down to where the purple flower was and follow the path 

leading to the right. When the path starts to bend upwards, go down towards the lake and investigate 

the patch of flowers for a moon dew. Then take a few steps right and check out the roses near the table 

to find a cursed leaf. Just to the right is a pillar monument, inspect the flower patch just to the right of it 

for 1x magicka herb. Then take the nearby path leading to the right. It leads to a small area with a chest 

containing a moon dew, an aquapanga flower, and a balnuunla gem. Return to the previous screen and 

continue taking the pathway that leads up. Just a couple of steps later, the yellow flower on your left is a 

life apple. Then follow the path the rest of the way to the right, leading to the next screen.  

 



10. This area is the Xen Roundabout and true to its name, its many paths will take you wherever you 

don't want to go. Go to the right and before you pass the body of water, take the route leading down 

into the flowers. Investigate at the end of the narrow path to find an emerald powder. Head nearly to 

the end of the area and check the last yellow flower patch you come across for an enchanted potion. 

That's it for this area, any pathway but the one you came in with will take you to a faraway part of the 

gardens you've already been to. So exit this area the way you came in and return to the Bella Ragazza 

area. Head towards the top and go up the steps. Before the arch, take the path leading right and check 

out the yellow flowers for a cursed leaf. Then go up past the arch and check the flower patch on the 

right, at the very top of the screen, for an indinera salt. Straight left, the other patch of flowers has 

another indinera salt. Check the moldy stone nearby for a llanewan powder. Then check the flower 

patch to the left to find an indinera salt, a millpuf below that, and another indinera salt below that. Then 

head up. 

 

11. This area is the Stacchato. Check the moldy pillar a few steps up to find a cursed leaf. Ignore the path 

branching off to the right and take the slightly obscured path leading to the left instead. This brings you 

to another part of the Stacchato area. Wander in and Sarah will spot the dragon again. In the cave above 

you can find a bromium. That's it here so return to the main area again. Follow the path to the right and 

when it bends down, check the yellow flowers that stick out from the flower patch for a power salt. 

Continue on the path leading right and check the purple flowers for another power salt. Fight your way 

past a bunch of scorpions and up the stairway. Check the gazebo here for 533 gold. Then go all the way 

left and check the large tree for a talys root. Up three flights of stairs, check the flower patch on the left 

for a balnuunla drop. Go right, and just past the body of water, the small flower patch along the bottom 

has a tij herb. Ignore the path for now and continue up another flight of stairs and take the top exit to 

get to the Promenade. Fight your way past enemies. The flower patch on the right has a total of 2x cycca 

leaf. The flower patch on the left has a healing potion. The lilly pad to the top-right has a water purple 



petal. Check the rose nearest the waterfall for a gaia dust. Then check the waterfall itself where you can 

see something behind it to find a strange creature named Broff. If you have a 'chocolate box' he will join 

and you will get an azura and a salcerium. (If you don't have a chocolate box, I don't see any other way 

to get him to join.) 

 

12. Return back to the Stacchato and take the right exit this time to enter the Intermezzo. Start heading 

to the right. The left part of the water has a fairy tear, and the bundle of roses just beyond that are an 

indinera flower. The bottom of the nearby gazebo has a bromium. This covers the first leg of the journey 

and it's time to move on. Return to the Stacchato area one more time and about halfway up (or halfway 

down depending which direction you entered the area from), you will find an archway just in front of 

the huge waterfall. It might be a convenient time to save to a different slot now. Walk through that 



archway into the falls. Quests complete. You will have to let one of your party members stay behind. 

You cannot choose Yveen though. Random can be used ahead for a persuasion check, so you may want 

to keep him. The choice isn't terribly important either way past that, as the next areas are a lot shorter 

and straightforward than the rest of the gardens have been so far. 

 



 



13. Your remaining party members enter Floralis Falls, and you are unable to turn back at this point. 

First, head immediately left and you can actually walk on top of the waterfall to find a path leading to 

the left. You enter the Silent Falls, an awfully misleading name I might add. On the way you'll find a 

golden bee. Similar to the one in LF1, there is a high chance it'll run away if you touch it. If you're 

persistent though, you can fight it. Yveen smacks it down pretty quick with just a regular attack. It drops 

a fair amount of gold and rarely drops a golden bar. Continue down and left at your leisure and you can 

find one chest in this whole area containing a falls feather shield. Return to Floralis Falls and continue 

down. The chest is locked and you cannot open it yet. Towards the bottom right, check the bundle of 

roses for a stone flute. Fight the stationary enemies and take the bottom-right path to find another 

section of the Floralis Falls. Go all the way to the bottom and check towards the left part of the pond to 

find a moon dew. The lily pad a few steps to the right and up has a water purple petal. Following the 

pathway up, the bundle of yellow flowers has an indinera flower. Head back to the original Floralis Falls 

and take the bottom-left path next. 



 



 



14. This area is Llanelly. Follow the path towards the house and check the building to find a salcerium. 

Continue down and check the rose bundle near the next building for a healing potion. There will be an 

auction here for the 4 elements statue from the art guild quest. The best outcome seems to be just 

betting the highest amount each time and you can get it for 20,000 gold. If you have Random in your 

party, it is possible to make a persuasion check and get it for as low as 10,000 gold instead. Quest 

complete. Don't worry; this statue won't encumber you like the other one. Check the left side of the 

door to find a snow-rock key. Return to the Floralis Falls and open the chest you passed earlier with the 

key to get an elven canopy necklace. Then head back to the auction area and continue to the left. 



 

15. You will enter Intermezzo. Along the bottom, the flower patch has a cycca leaf, and another cycca 

leaf a couple more steps in. Then check the top-right flower patch for a balnuunla gem. Check the flower 



patch below the second light post to find an indinera potion. Near the left exit, the flower patch there 

has a cycca leaf. The next area to the left is Gazza Ladra. This area is just infested with millipuves. 

Towards the left part of this area is an Incubus selling equipment for Sylvans, possibly alluding to a tree 

or plant based creature that will join your party in LF3. Near the top-left tree, the rose bundle has a 

millpuf battle that awards you a divine acorn. Now all that remains is exploring the vast flower patch 

that surrounds this area. Start at the entrance and work your way counter-clockwise to find a cursed 

leaf, llanewan powder, llanewan powder, cycca leaf, balnuunla powder, cycca leaf, balnuunla drop, 

indinera vapor, balnuunla powder, balnuunla powder, and a whole slew of millipuves. Click on the tree 

to continue. Quest complete. You must part ways again, as only one member can continue on with 

Yveen. 

 



 



16. Yveen and her buddy are all that remains now. You are now in Vecchio Palacio, and again there are a 

lot of items and millipuves in the flower patch surrounding the area. Going counter-clockwise from the 

entrance again you can find balnuunla powder, moon dew, balnuunla gem, balnuunla powder, cycca 

leaf, balnuunla gem, balnuunla gem, indinera potion, balnuunla powder, cycca leaf, cycca leaf, and a 

balnuunla powder. Continue up. 



 



17. Onwards to Haze Falls. Check the large tree to get 1806 gold. Continue up to left path to find the 

armored man that is the pillager from the quest. I would suggest you leave him be for now since Yveen 

is pretty ineffective against him and it'd be almost entirely up to just your other party member if you 

fought him now. Otherwise you will fight Haak at a disadvantage and the quest credit will be awarded 

only to your current members. (See the quest entry below, #19, if you wish to fight him now) Continue 

up past him and check the flowers at the top here for a fairy tear. Head back to the bottom right and 

check the flower patch nearest the corner to find an XP egg. Continue up and the girl will ask you a 

question. The correct response is 'NANYBAWEL'. Continue up and check the flower patch surrounding 

the statue on your right to find a salcerium. The flowers on the right side of the temple have a revive 

potion and a magicka energizer. Ignore the house as it will kick you back to the Stacchato area, and 

make you redo the entire party splitting again. Instead, walk up through the fog and take the path 

leading to the left. 



 



18. You will find another part of Haze Falls. Start moving to the left and when the path splits, take the 

top path first. At the end investigate to find an azura. Return to the split and continue all the way left 

and then up to find the next area, Home of the Guardian. As the riddle stated, drink from the smallest 

pond here, namely the bottom-right small pond. Any other pond will send you way back to the 

beginning of the gardens again. Quest complete. Yveen stays behind now and your remaining party 

member will move on alone. They'll have to fight one battle alone and hopefully they don't get 

paralyzed right away and then beaten to death... Good times, good times. Check the bundle of purple 

flowers on your left for a power pepper. Speak to the guardian but do not attack him. The correct 

answer is '4'. Quest complete. Enter the palace and your party will reunite. 

 



 



Find Pillager (Q204) 

19. Turn right around and travel to the Guardian of the Gardens. Head back to where you found the 

pillager early. Now that the entire party is back together he should be much easier to defeat. Metallist 

curse him and he will fall easily to your combined might. He randomly drops a haak horns. Quest 

complete. Return to the temple again. Go all the way left, past the steps, to find a hidden treasure chest 

containing a wurm rapier. Head up one flight of stairs, then head right and up the next flight of stairs. 

There is a sleeping millipuf in one of the rose bundles, but it just asks that you let it sleep. So go up two 

more flights of stairs, then investigate the flower patch surrounding the statue here to find a power 

pepper. Continue to the right, across the flower bridges. The lady by the rose patch sells some items. Go 

down the steps, loop behind the large tree, and walk to the top and search to find a sajcdil apple. A little 

further down is perhaps the easiest Yveen hologram in the entire game to find. It is also green. Assuming 

you have found it each time possible, the reward will be +9SP/+4000XP (all members), +Yveen's Blessing 

(all party members). Since Yveen is in your party, Random will schmooze a further reward from her 

+3MP (all members). If you make a persuasion check, Random will also get +5HP. Then go straight left of 

where the hologram was and check the waterfall. Sarah will volunteer to jump to the chest and will get 

7x balnuunla gem. You may need to boost Sarah's SP to succeed. 

 

Find Rosa Maria Petal (Q208) 

20. With that, head back to the stairs and continue heading up to see an event. Before you enter the 

temple, weave your way to the right. Check the tree for a meluhan gem. Then go up and the third rose 

patch has the rosa maria petal. Just to reiterate, you can now complete the quest with the petal you just 

found. This yields +1 quest, but will cost you the Rosa Maria Petal. If you already revealed the ghost and 

destroyed it, then this quest is already concluded. (Just revisit step #7 if you still need to resolve this 

quest) Now go back left, and continue past the temple again. The rose patch at the far left lets you fight 

a whole slew of the weaker millipuf. Why you'd want a 100xp fight over and over I could not say though. 

Above is another golden bee if you want some money, that's at least a bit more useful. Now talk to the 

giant. He will move aside allowing you to enter the temple. Enter the leftmost entrance first. Talk to the 

millipuf here and he will give you a quest to clean its garden. 

 

Clear the room (Q209) 

21. Enter his garden and begin the pruning. You will need to defeat a whole slew of millipuves in here. 

Sarah's 'Indinera Calling' spell works on the millipuves quite well. Report your success. Quest complete. 

(If you want to level up and make some good money, one of the flower pots in the garden will 

continuously spawn millipuffs. With a good setup, you can quickly pull in ~7000XP and ~2500 gold each 

time you click on the pot and fight the series of encounters.) When you're ready to continue, ask the 

millipuf to take you to the forge. You can give the smith various ores you've collected through LF1/LF2 to 



make a selection of weapons, and these weapons are all top-notch in power. More specific details on 

the forging of weapons can be found in the spoiler immediately below: 

 

<Spoiler-start> 

Effects 

The effect seems to modify which attack attributes the weapon has. As a general rule of thumb it seems 

the choice conveys the following effects:  

 

Eagle: +reptile, +orc 

Fish: +elf, +fish 

Mushroom: +millipuf, +insect 

Butterfly: +demon 

So an eagle weapon will damage reptiles and orcs more, a fish weapon will damage elves and fish more, 

etc. 

 

Empower 

Then it will ask if you want to empower the weapon by using an extra ore. The following is a reference 

chart you can look over to determine how best to use your ores: 

 

Bow: 

Elemental: Azura (Water): 470AT, 48Pdef, 62Mdef (Boost: +45SP, -1 bromium) 

Dark: Bromium (Dark): 470AT, 47Pdef, 49Mdef (Boost: +52SP, -1 bromium) 

 

Sword: 

Dark: Bromium: 540AT, 55Pdef, 54Mdef (Boost: +40AT, -1 salcerium) 

Elemental: Azura: 520AT, 42Pdef, 58 Mdef (Boost: +45AT, -1 bromium) 

Metal: 'Salcerium': 550AT, 64Pdef, 47Mdef (Boost: +45AT, -1 salcerium) [Boost 2: +30AT, -1 azura] 



 

Staff: 

Elemental: Azura: 460AT, 46Pdef, 70Mdef (Boost: +41Mdef, -1 azura) 

Dark: Bromium: 480AT, 50Pdef, 60Mdef (Boost: +35Mdef, -1 bromium) 

 

Jaws: 

[As of V 1.6, there is a bug with the +ST bonus of adding extra ores to the jaws. The best outcome in V 

1.6 seems to be creating both jaws, and boosting both of them once. Or, you can just create both jaws 

and don't give either of them any boosts.] 

Hypothetically speaking, if you were to give the second boost to the Dark Jaws, it would either negate 

the first bonus, or actually weaken the Elemental Jaws. Neither is beneficial, nor recommended. 

Hopefully a V 1.7 can address this issue. 

<spoiler-end> 

22. Exit back to the main temple and enter the right entrance next. The mushroom here sells a lot of 

unique accessories. Equip the pheasant hat to reduce the prices. Then exit and finally enter the main 

sanctum. Once inside, head right a screen. Go up the left path and check the flower patch growing on 

the wall for a power hazel. The nearby person is a shopkeeper selling limited stock. Buy the bow at least, 

and she will make Sarah a hourai-sana bra. Return and take the path leading left next. You can find beds 

along the top here if you wish to. Check the bookcase near the stairs for 5x shining parchment. 

Downstairs is an art room if you want to take a look, otherwise head back to the main temple and go 

further in. Talk to the old lady here to pick up another quest 'Slay Sariis (Q210)'. Head upstairs next and 

talk to the green haired elf. He will teach Sarah the panacea aura spell if she is smart and strong enough. 

Strictly speaking, this means she needs 1400+MN and ~850RS to learn it. Inflict heroism, obsidian skin, 

and brilliant mind with items; then equip her optimally. Return to the main temple and speak with the 

man in the brown robes to continue. 

 

Protect the Guild (Q194) 

 

23. Assuming you took the Fire Guild quest 'Protect the Guild (Q194)', the game will now transition back 

to whichever two you picked to protect it. If you picked Tarabulla/Rosa like me, then they would be the 

two guarding it. You may want to check out their equipment, as they have access to the equipment that 

Random has acquired in this chapter. Inspect the flame at the top-left to advance the plot. Le gasp, 

intruders, and just after everyone else conveniently stepped out to boot! Ice elementals are weak 



against fire; fire elementals are weak against water/ice. Experiment if you need to, but they shouldn't be 

hard to defeat. Defeat them all. Quest complete. Then it transitions back to Random's party again. 

 

24. Walk left and talk to the man blocking the doorway. You will have to fight him with only one of your 

party members. Quest complete to the one that fought him. Continue down to the Anagram. To 

complete this area you have to follow a specific path and do not deviate from it. If you look at the 

ground you will find various sizes and shapes of arrows to direct you. To start off, begin walking down 

and take note of the arrows that are formed by the ground. Go down all the way, go right a bit, go up all 

the way, go right most of the way, then follow the second path up (the one that forms a huge arrow), 

then go left until you reach glowing orb. Validate your path. Quest complete. (It might honestly be 

easier to figure it out on your own, so if the instructions don't work for you; try just following the arrows 

by yourself and see if that works.) Head towards the middle area and continue down. Before you reach 

the steps, go right towards the two crystals. You can walk across the nothingness and loop around to the 

treasure chest to get an emerald powder. Head to the rightmost platform and walk down into the abyss 

to find another chest with a Kadaboom. That should cover this area, so head back to the steps and 

continue down. The bird has been overtaken by a demon that you will have to face. It has quite a bit of 

HP too. I found that focusing on Random was the best way to go about the fight. Have Yveen use Cosmic 

Boost on him, and have Sarah use Slasher. Random should inflict Mettalist Curse first, and then just use 

Fury repeatedly. With Yveen and Sarah both boosting him, he can achieve ~10,000+ damage per hit, and 

fury hits multiple times. Your mileage may vary though depending on your equipment and levels. Do not 

go down the stairs yet! This is the last chance to complete certain quests, so return to the temple 

instead. 

 

25. Conclude any business you have at the Temple; forging weapons, shopping, etc. You may also want 

to attempt the Alchemy contest again if you have not completed it, since the next plot advancement 

appears to cut off further access to it. You can talk to Ioana and have her take you to the alchemy 

contest if you have not completed the quest already. She's in the right wing of the temple with the 

mushroom that sells accessories. You've picked up some stuff such as the divine acorn and the water 

purple petal which might allow you to complete the quest now if you could not complete it earlier. Next, 

let's track down Sariis. This may have been possible earlier, but I'm putting it here because this is when I 

did it. 

 

Slay Sariis (Q210) 

 

26. Leave the temple, and take the exit at the far bottom to the Guardian of the Gardens area. Continue 

down entirely past Haze Falls to reach the Vecchio Palacio area. Equip Sarah with her bikini, and just 



wait awhile and Sariis will attack. (It's been reported that you don't need the bikini, but I could never get 

the event to happen without it equipped) You have a chance to rearm yourselves, so have Sarah slip into 

something a bit more protective. I used the same tactics as the last battle again. Have Random Metallist 

Curse it then switch to using Fury. Yveen should cosmic boost Random, while Sarah uses her Slasher 

skill. Sariis will fall quickly. [As of v 1.6 there seems to be a bug here. The music never clears, nor do you 

seem to get a quest complete for defeating Sariis.] You can still report the quest to clear it from the 

quest log, but there is no quest complete for it. Any other quests not mentioned specifically above can 

still be resolved later on; so we're ready to go on ahead. This is your last, final chance to forge any more 

weapons you want, buy anything you want from the shops at the temple, and finish the alchemy 

contest. You will lose access to the entire temple area, including the entrance area, in the next step! 

 

27. When you're ready, return back downstairs to the Anagram. Continue downstairs again and speak to 

the creature at the top here. Following the scene, and another scene you will be back in Balnuunla. 

Sarah's class, skills, appearance, and parameters have changed for the better. Every bonus previously 

conveyed when wearing the Angel Gown also appears to be permanent now. With that in mind, 

depending on her level; the elven astral outfit may be her best armor for the evolving aura it grants. 

Sarah aside, the entire party sans Yveen is reunited again. If you return to the temple now, you will find 

a wasteland full of items there, but we'll cover that later. Talk to the bishop in the leftmost house first. 

After a long discussion, Fierce will join your party automatically. 

 

Leave Balnuunla (Q206) 

 

28. Return to the inn and tell Leanda that you are ready to go. Quest complete. Check the left part of the 

bookcase she was blocking to find a shining parchment. 

 

Find Pillager (Q204) 

 

29. Speak to Flynta again here in Balnuunla and report your success. You got the quest complete for it 

earlier when you defeated Haak, but reporting it now will clear it from your quest log. You may already 

have done this on your own though. 

 

30. Now head back to the temple of Indinera; it's a long trip too. The place is a lot darker and a lot more 

littered with precious items than it was the last time you were here. Just to your right is an emerald 

powder. Go left across the gap, and just above you is another emerald powder. Take the left branch, 



wind up and around to find another emerald powder. A few steps to the right is a somewhat hard to 

spot star dust. (You may need to be in full-screen mode to even see it) Continue to the right where there 

will be two objects near each other, which are 2x gaia dust. Here's where it starts to get interesting since 

the area above you is a wide open expanse just littered with different items, strewn about in every 

direction. The best way I could come up with describing this area was to just list the total of each type of 

item so you could keep count and know when you found them all. First, get all the large white crystals 

for a total of 9x mind crystal. Then look around the center area for just the green rocks, for a total of 3x 

emerald powder. Then look for the much darker rocks for a total of 3x bromium powder. (Two are in the 

middle area, one of which is hidden by mist. The third and final powder is towards the top-left.) Then 

aim for the darker crystals for a total of 8x gaia dust. (Four of these are at the top-right of this area. One 

of them is alone, and can only be reached by taking a narrow path on the outer rim of the area to get to 

it. The other four are towards the bottom-left of the area.) Now all that remains are 16x star dust. Most 

of them are focused around the center with just one oddball one towards the bottom-left where the 

gaia dust cluster was. I had trouble actually seeing about 4x of them myself, but there are 16 total. 

 

Alexandra's Mind (Q217)  

 

31. Return to Balnuunla again for one final quest. Make sure to equip Alexandra and Petula as 

ridiculously well as you possibly can. I mean it; unequip everyone else to make sure that no one is 

holding onto that one awesome piece of equipment they need. You will perhaps thank me later for this 

tidbit. Then go to the Balnuunla Inn. Have Alexandra read the book and you will enter another dream. If 

you managed to recruit Broff earlier, he somehow tags along. So Alexandra will have some backup from 

the get-go on this dream. Start by heading down and you'll notice Coryool, though he refuses to join. A 

little further down you will find Brussian, who is more than happy to bite Alexandra some more. This 

time however, he awards stat bonuses when he bites you. For the first 10 bites, he awards one of the 

following per bite: +2HP, +1HP, +1MN, or +1LV. Past that he'll start to inflict lightning speed, heroism, 

obsidian skin, armor h-boost, and bleeding. If you let him bite you a whole bunch of times, you will 

eventually get a game over. Yveen won't even step in to save you if this happens. Continue to the right 

and you'll see Rosa. Head up when the path splits and knock the barrel aside. Check the bottles next to 

the captain and Alexandra will get +1LV. Leave this area and continue to the right. As you cross the 

bridge, a Dragon Razor will attack. Broff's regular attacks can weaken the creature with status effects, 

but it's up to Alexandra having a good weapon to defeat it in a timely manner. 

 

32. Before talking with Sarah, beat the mutated minotaur guarding the room and go into it. The 

wine/bottle set at the top-right of this space gives Alexandra +1HP. Then talk to Sarah if you wish, and 

proceed through the door. You'll easily take out the Lamentons, but then you'll have to fight some 

incredibly tough medusas. You'd be better off avoiding them if you can somehow manage to get around 

them. (Due to the fact that they walk so slowly, you can abuse their random movement pattern by 



saving before they pick a direction. Load that game and if they do not move away, then load that game 

again. Save when they do move away from you, and repeat this process until you can sneak by.) 

Otherwise about all you can do is load up on status effects off items and face them head on. If you have 

an Omega Budon to spare, this may be one of the spots in the game truly worth using one, as it will win 

this fight for you. Whatever way you managed to get past them, the book in here will give Alexandra 

+5MN. Continue on and Alexandra will comment on the demons ahead. This is your cue to return back 

to the Coryool you saw at the beginning of the dream. He will now join your party. With his help you 

should easily take out the demons. You can then optionally fight the skeleton standing still. As you cross 

the water, you'll fight waves of squid followed by 2x Dragon Razors. If you've made it this far, they 

should give you little difficulty. 

 

33. Save your game, then continue on and walk across the narrow plank. Then walk back and forth and 

back and forth across it. Why do you ask? Because it's a narrow plank says I. Eventually Alexandra will 

fall off into the water. You'll lose Coryool and have to fight a series of battles with just Alenaxdra and 

Broff. (If he joined) The battles will get progressively more difficult as you sink further and further down. 

Petula will join after a number of battles, so hopefully he has some good equipment on. After some 

more battles, you will finally hit the bottom and find an ademia powder, 4x ocean orbs, 13x muen'de, 

and 5x red mued'de. One fight later you will get a tigo reagant, 2x ocean orb, 3x muen'de, and 2x red 

mued'de. The difficulty culminates when you meet a bunch of the medusa enemies from just a bit ago. I 

would absolutely use an Omega Budon item after all these fights, or unleash your best alternative. You 

will get a pirate's dust for winning this fight. Then you will have another fight, which gives you a chance 

to revive and recover with items. This battle is awarded by 2x luck starfish. Then you must fight two of 

them at once. Alexandra will admire their surroundings and you'll get 7x luck starfish, a nachrulea [V 1.6 

bug?], and 2x gaia dust. Then you have one final fight against 3x Abyssal Lamias. I honestly got lucky 

here and the first Omega Budon I used inflicted a whole slew of status effects on the enemies. The 

second one I used then killed two of them, and I managed to just barely finish the last lamia off in round 

three, with only one heavily injured party member still alive. Unfortunately, I have no better advice for 

this battle. This entire series of fights is absolutely brutal and will fully test just how well you have 

Alexandra and Petula equipped. If you somehow survive the gauntlet all the way through, Alexandra will 

come out with a conch of dreams. Quest complete. You will awake from the dream. Alexandra's HP will 

get a boost, but it's hard to tell the exact amount, since she will also get +?LV. It seems to be a pretty 

hefty HP increase though. [Now at this point I noticed I never got the nachrulea, and apparently you also 

get multiple 'conches of dreams' when you go to check out your spoils. (V1.6)] 

 

34. Alternatively, you can just skip the gauntlet, and talk to Random at the end to get the quest 

complete. Although this method causes you to die and lose 10% of your gold anyways, so you may as 

well at least try the gauntlet. 

 



35. You're nearing the finish line. You may want to take Fierce out for a test run in the gardens, and 

make any final equipment changes on your party members. Probably make sure most everyone at least 

has some equipment on so they could defend themselves if thrust into a battle early in LF3. When 

you're done, talk to the person at the very entrance of Balnuunla town. You will mount some dragons 

and fly off into the far horizon that is LF3. It will display some of your stats with comments. Show you a 

few pictures and teasers for LF3, etc. At the very end it will ask you to save your game to a different slot 

so it can be imported into LF3. As it suggests, please do save in a different slot, as the save file can no 

longer be loaded in LF2. Game complete.  

 

Mission Clear Time: Over 9000 Hours! 

Collection Rate: 98% (Hit the gym and try again!) 

 

--------------------------------------------------------The End------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


